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Washington, D.O., Jwne 10, 1961.
Srn: I have the honor to submit the accompanying manuscripts,
entitled "Small Sites on and about Fort Berthold Indian Reservation,
Garrison Reservoir, North Dakota," by George Metcalf; "Star Village: A Fortified Historic Arikara Site in Mercer County, North Dakota," by George Metcalf; "The Dance Hall of the Santee Bottoms on
the Fort Berthold Reservation, Garrison Reservoir, North Dakota,"
by Donald D. Hartle; "Crow-Flies-High (32MZ1}, A Historic Hidatsa Village in the Garrison Reservoir Area, North Dakota," by
Carling Malouf; "The Stutsman Focus: An Aboriginal Culture Complex in the Jamestown Reservoir Area, North Dakota," by R. P.
Wheeler; "Archeological Manifestations in the Toole County Section
of the Tiber Reservoir Basin, Montana," by Carl F. Miller; "Archeological Salvage Investigations in the Lovewell Reservoir Area, Kansas," by Robert W. Neuman, and to recommend that they be published
as a bulletin of the Bureau of American Ethnology.
Very respectfully yours,
FRANK H. H. RoBERTs,
Jr.,
Director.
DR.

LEON ARD CARMICHAEL,

Secretary, Smithsonian Institution.
u

EXPLANATION OF THE INTER-AGENCY
ARCHEOLOGICAL SALVAGE PROGRAM
The Inter-Agency Archeological Salvage Program is a cooperative
plan of the Smithsonian Institution; the National Park Service and
the Bureau of Reclamation, Department of the Interior; and the
Corps of Engineers, Department of the Army. It was formulated,
through a series of interbureau agreements, for the purpose of recovering archeological and paleontological remains that would otherwise be lost as a result of the numerous projects for flood control,
irrigation, hydroelectric power, and navigation improvements in the
river basins of the United States. Various State and local agencies
have assisted in the work. To carry out its part of the joint undertaking, the Smithsonian Institution organized the River Basin Surveys as a unit of the Bureau of American Ethnology. The National
Park Service has served as liaison between the various agencies and
has provided the Smithsonian Institution with all of the necessary
information pertaining to the location of proposed dams and other
construction and their priorities. It has also had responsibility for
budgeting costs of the program, funds for which are provided in the
annual appropriations of the Department of the Interior. The operations of the River Basin Surveys, Smithsonian Institution, have been
supported by funds transferred to it from the National Park Service.
Through agreements with the National Park Service, money has also
been made available to State and local agencies to supplement their
own resources and aid them in their contributions to the program.

The River Basin Surveys Papers, of which thi,s i,s the eighth
bulletin, are usued under the scientifia editorship of Frank
H. H. Roberts, Jr., director of the Bureau of American
Ethnology.
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FOREWORD
The seven reports which comprise the present volume of River Basin
Surveys Papers pertain to work which was done in four reservoir
areas in the Missouri Basin. Two of the reservoirs are located in
North Dakota, one in Montana, and one in Kansas. The North Dakota
reservoirs are the Garrison on the main stem of the Missouri River,
located some distance above Bismarck, and the Jamestown on the
James River above the town of Jamestown in the eastern part of the
State. The Montana reservoir is the Tiber, located on the Marias
River in the northwestern part of the State, and that in Kansas is
the Lovewell on White Rock Creek, a tributary of the Republican
River in the north-central part of the State. All £our of the projects
have been completed, and the areas where the archeological investigations were carried on are now inundated.
Four of the projects were in the Garrison Reservoir basin, and
three of them are particularly interesting because they pertain to historic Indian locations. As a matter of fact, one of the three could
virtually be called modern. Most of the work in the Garrison area
was done in sites which were pre-White contact and older or in sites
of the early historic period when the Indians were associated with or
living adjacent to trading posts or military installations. The information obtained from Indian occupation areas which were contemporaneous with those of White origin but which gave little evidence of direct association throws interesting light on various
aboriginal activities.
Mr. Metcalf, in the first paper, describes small sites in and about
the Fort Berthold Reservation because it was thought that while
most of these sites were too small to merit a full-scale investigation,
they nevertheless provided a considerable amount of previously unreported data which should be made available. Some of the sites
mentioned by Mr. Metcalf subsequently received additional attention
and will be described in other papers. Most of those which he describes, however, will not be discussed elsewhere. His report adds to
the general information of the Fort Berthold area. The second paper, by the same author, describes the investigations made at a single
site, where a village was started by the Arikara in the spring of 1862
and was occupied only until the latter part of August of the same year,
when raids by the Sioux forced its abandonment and the withdrawal
of its occupants. .Although the life of the community, which 1s
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known as Star Village, was of extremely short duration, it nevertheless provides information about changes which were taking place in
house types and village patterns.
The article by Dr. Hartle describing the dance hall of the Santee
Bottoms on the Fort Berthold Reservation is, strictly speaking, an
architectural study and not ar'cheological in nature. The building was
still standing at the time the study was made, and there were numerous Indians living in the vicinity who had participated in ceremonies
held in the structure. The building is of particular interest because
it was the last example of that type of dance hall built and used in
the Fort Berthold area. The place where it stood is now many feet
beneath the waters of the Garrison Reservoir. The fourth paper in
the Garrison series, that by Dr. Carling Malouf, is, more strictly
speaking, an ethnohistorical study, but it was based on excavations
in a former village site. The historical incidents which led to the
establishment of Crow-Flies-High village and various things which
took place there after it was occupied constitute an interesting sidelight on activities in that portion of North Dakota at that particular
period. Dr. Malouf was fortunate in being able to obtain from some
of the Indians still living in the vicinity and from documentary records items which bring to life activities in a native village at a time
when many changes were takng place and the people were under considerable strain. Opportunities to make a study of that nature are
not common and Dr. Malouf took full advantage of the situation. The
fieldwork which he did was a cooperative project between the National
Park Service and Montana State University. The other three projects
in the Garrison Reservoir basin were under the direction of the River
Basin Surveys, and the field parties were directed by regular staff
members of the Missouri Basin Project.
Investigations at the Jamestown Reservoir began in 1946, when a
preliminary reconnaissance was made of the area to be flooded by the
project. The construction of the dam was delayed and it was not
necessary to do further work in the area until the summers of 1952
and 1954 when the excavations reported by Mr. Wheeler were made.
As a result of his studies, Mr. Wheeler concluded that the manifestations in the Jamestown basin represented a single aboriginal culture
complex which he designated the Stutsman Focus. The material
collected indicated seminomadic communities whose subsistence was
based on a combination of horticulture, hunting, and food gathering.
Also, these communities trapped eagles for ceremonial purposes. The
pottery which they made is comparable to that found at various locations in central and southeastern North Dakota which has been
ascribed to the Hidatsa Indians, and it is quite possible that the latter
may have been responsible for the remains assigned to the Stutsman
Focus. Certain items of trade material attributable to European
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origin and some late pottery types from other complexes which were
present suggest that the Stutsman Focus belongs in the early historic
period and may well date from A.D. 1750 or 1770 to 1800. Prior
to the investigations by the River Basin Surveys, virtually nothing
was known of the archeological manifestations in that immediate area.
The investigations in the Tiber Reservoir basin in Montana were not
as satisfactory as might be desired. The original surveys were made
in the late summer of 1946 and some excavating was done during the
summer of 1950. Because of insufficient funds it was not possible
to continue that project until the summer of 1955. In the meantime
heavy floods had swept down the river and washed away many of the
sites which had been designated for further investigation. By the
time that Mr. Miller went there in June 1955, practically all that
remained was one large site where there had been some digging in
1950. Mr. Miller tested a number of locations in that site where it
appeared that archeological evidence might be obtained. On the basis
of what he found and the material collected 5 years earlier, it appears
that the Tiber area was mainly occupied by intermittent groups of
hunters from communities located elsewhere. The major game animal
was the bison, and the bones representing that animal indicate a
transition between one of the older forms and modern bison, with
the implication that there was appreciable antiquity to some of the
remains occurring there. Unfortunately there is not sufficient evidence to identify the hunters with some of the groups which were
occupying portions of Montana in the surrounding area. However,
it would appear from the limited number of potsherds recovered that
the later stages of the culture were related to a Woodland variant
existing in late prehistoric times.
The presence of archeological manifestations in the Lovewell Reservoir area was known for some time prior to the investigations by
the River Basin Surveys. In 1935 George Lamb, an interested local
amateur, did some preliminary digging in two of the more important
sites. Two years later a party under the sponsorship of the Nebraska
State Historical Society, directed by Paul Cooper, carried on excavations at one of the sites. He was assisted by Mr. Lamb. A survey of
the entire reservoir basin was made in 1951 by Franklin Fenenga for
the River Basin Surveys. Then, in the summer of 1956, a River Basin
Surveys party undertook more intensive investigations in the area.
Further excavations were made in the village remains previously
tested by Mr. Lamb and Mr. Cooper, and digging was carried on at
several others which until then were known only by their surface indications. Mr. Neuman, who was in charge of the 1956 work in addition to digging extensively in three village and one mound ~ite, also
collected material from all other known archeological locations in
the basin. The results of Mr. N euman's studies in the field form the
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basis for his report which is River Basin Surveys Papers No. 32. In
his description and conclusions pertaining to the village and camp
manifestations occurring there, he includes the data which were collected by Mr. Lamb and Mr. Cooper'. He concludes that the remains
in the area represent the Late Ceramic Period of the Central Plains
and that the date of occupancy was in the late 17th century. The
mound which was excavated falls into a somewhat earlier period and
probably dates at about A.D. 1200. The work of Mr. Neuman and his
predecessors has provided good general know ledge about the Indian
cultures in that part of Kansas.
FRANK
H. H. ROBERTS, JR.,
Director, River Basin Surveys.
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ST.AR VILLAGE: A FORTIFIED
HISTORIC ARIKARA SITE IN MERCER COUNTY, NORTH
DAKOTA 1
By

GEORGE

METCALF

INTRODUCTION
As a part of the River Basin Surveys program a field party of the
Missouri Basin Project, Smithsonian Institution, conducted excavations at two sites in Mercer County, N. Dak., during the summer of
1951. Funds for the work were provided by the National Park Service. Excavation at the first of these sites, Rock Village ( 32ME15),
had been started in 1950 by a similar unit under the leadership of G.
Ellis Burca w.
Excavation at the second site, Star Village ( 32ME16), was carried
on during the period August 20 to October 25, 1951, most of the tin1e
with but a small crew. This site was the last to be occupied by the
Arikara prior to their joining the Mandan and Hidatsa at Like-aFishhook Village (32ML2). Excavations at the latter site by the
State Historical Society of North Dakota during 1950 and 1951 had
yielded little pottery and but :few objects of strictly aboriginal origin.
It was hoped that the Star Village site would yield a good series of
artifacts that could be unquestionably assigned to the Arikara. The
artifact yield proved to be disappointingly meager and consisted
largely of trade goods and of objects which, it is suspected, antedate
the village. Data were obtained, however, on details of house construction and village arrangement.
The field unit which carried on the investigation of the site was
headed by Donald D. Hartle, assisted by Lynd J. Esch, graduate
student, University of Indiana. At the time, I was engaged in a
reconnaissance of the area, also serving as field assistant at the beginning and at the close of operations there, and visited the site on
numerous occasions while excavation was in progress.
It is impossible to acknowledge adequately the many courtesies received by the excavation unit. We wish, however, to thank particularly the officials of the United States Indian Service stationed at the
Fort Berthold Indian Reservation and the members of the Tribal
Council of the Three Affiliated Tribes for permission to excavate on
1

Submitted March 1958.
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the reservation. Russell Reid, Superintendent of the State Historical
Society of North Dakota, was most generous in making the files of the
Society available, and to that Society we are further indebted for
permission to reproduce the A.B. Stout map of the site. To Vincent
Malnouri, Elbowoods, N. Dak., we are indebted for permission to excavate the site. To Alfred Fox, Pete Star, John Star, and Burton Bell
of Beulah, N. Dak., thanks are due for telling members of the field
party many o!the traditions concerning the site. It is a pleasure to
acknowledge our indebtedness, also, to the members of the Ben Jones,
Alfred Fox, and Renner families for their numerous favors to the
field unit. To the many persons not named here, who helped to make
the 1951 field season both pleasant and profitable, we offer our sincere
thanks. The cooperation received from every quarter was most gratifying and is deeply appreciated.
For aid in preparing this report, I wish particularly to acknowledge
my indebtedness to G. Hubert Smith and Dr. Robert L. Stephenson,
of the Missouri Basin Project, and to Drs. Waldo R. Wedel, Clifford
Evans, and Betty Meggers, of the United States National Museum,
without whose encouragement, advice, and criticism it would never
have been completed. Alan R. Woolworth, then at the State Historical Society of North Dakota and now with the Minnesota State Historical Society, read the manuscript and offered invaluable suggestions
from his know ledge of the area and its history. I am most grateful to ,
Dr. Theodore E. White, National Park Service, who identified the
animal bones; Dr. J. P. E. Morrison, Division o:f Mollusks, United
States National Museum, who identified the shell remains; C. Malcolm Watkins, Division of Ethnology, United States National Museum, who identified the glass and ceramic material; and Harold L.
Peterson, Staff Historian, National Park Service, for suggestions in
regard to other trade items from the site. Not least of those to whom
I owe thanks for aid in preparation of the manuscript are Mrs.
Jeraldine Whitmore, Division of Archeology, United States National
Museum, who typed and retyped the manuscript, and Herman Harpster and Mrs. Evelyn Bauman Stewart, of the Missouri Basin Project,
who made the photographs and prepar,ed the plates. To all these
people I am sincerely grateful.
ENVIRONMENTAL

BACKGROUND

Mercer County lies in the Great Plains province, in the west-central
part of North Dakota, 75 miles east of the Montana line and approximately 100 miles south of the Canadian border. It is divided by the
eastward-flowing Knife River, which empties into the Missouri near
the county-seat town of Stanton. Much of the area is a high, rolling
prairie with well-developed drainage ways, although south of the
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Knife River dune-sand areas are present. The highlands, with an
altitude of 2,000 feet above sea level, formerly carried a heavy shortgrass cover in which blue grama predominated. Today most of the
upland is under cultivation, with spring wheat the most important
crop and with lesser acreages devoted to corn, flax, oats, and barley.
However, occasional early frosts and low annual precipitation combine to make agriculture hazardous west of the Missouri River in
North Dakota.
The Missouri River, which :fornis the northern and eastern boundaries of the county, flows through a valley some 300 :feet in depth and
:from1 to 3 miles in width. The stream is bordered by a low, alluvial
flood-plain of variable width but o:ften o:f great extent, covered with a
dense growth o:f willows and in the higher parts with groves of
deciduous trees, cottonwood, willow, ash, elm, and boxelder.
Rising sharply from the flood-plain to a height of some 30 feet
is a terrace seldom exceeding a half-mile in width and often much
less. This originally carried a heavy short-grass cover of the same
type as that on the uplands but is today largely under cultivation.
It is upon this level or slightly sloping terrace that the remains of
former aboriginal villages and camps are most commonly found.
The terrace slope often carries a heavy growth of chokecherries, juneberries, buffaloberries, and wild currants. Clumps o:f wild plum
bushes are found on the drier parts of the flood-plain as well as on the
terrace slopes, and most of these :fruits may be :found growing in the
coulees as well as along the margins o:f the upland.
The valley sides are deeply eroded and :form a belt of hills, often
bold and rugged in outline, between the upland and the valley bottom.
The drainage ways, or coulees, cut through this hilly belt and extend
far back into the uplands, while their lower courses cut the bordering
terrace into segments. The coulee heads, as well as the more gentle
slopes of the hills, :frequently show small wooded areas, ash being the
most common species of tree in these situations. Near the edge of the
uplands scattered groups of quaking aspen are sometimes found, as
well as an occasional oak. Junipers are present on the more precipitous slopes.
The climate is dry and characterized by long, cold winters and short,
cool summers. Temperature records for the county show extremes
of 105° F. to -50° F. The average dates :for the first and last killing
frost are September 14 and May 28, giving an average frost-free
season of 109 days. Records kept over a 24-year period show an
average annual precipitation of only 13.83 inches, with slightly over
55 percent of this occurring during the months of May, June, and
July. Prevailing winds are :from the northwest. 2
i Cllmatlc
data ls summarized from Climate of North Dakota, by Frank J. Bavendick,
ln Climate and Man, pp. 1045-1054, 1941 Yearbook of Agriculture, Washington,
1941.
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Small game is abundant in the area and was formerly more so. All
open water is covered with migrating waterfowl at the proper season;
grouse and the nonnative ring-neck pheasant are plentiful, but the
prairie chicken has been greatly reduced in numbers in recent years.
Jackrabbits and cottontails still £urnish sport for the hunter.
Today only the white-tailed deer remains to represent the many
species 0£ big game with which the area once teemed. The bison are
now represented only by an occasional skull bleaching in a coulee
bottom ; and with the bison have vanished the antelope, mule deer,
and elk found by Lewis and Cla.rk in this are.a. The mountain sheep
and mountain lion, as well as both the black and the grizzly bear, made
their last stand in North Dakota in the Badlands along the Missouri
and Little Missouri Rivers immediately north and west 0£ Mercer
County, but all have been extinct in the State since about 1900.
Muskrat, skunk, beaver, and badger are still present in the area in
some numbers, but raccoon are rare. The wolf, wolverine, and otter
have long since disappeared, but the howl o:f the coyote is still to be
heard on moonlight nights, and a £ew bobcats are present in the dense
thickets which fringe the Missouri River.
The northwest corner 0£ Mercer County lies within the boundaries
of the Fort Berthold Indian Reservation, established by Executive
Order in 1870 for the Mandan, Hidatsa, and Arikara, or as they are
officially known, the Three Affiliated Tribes. This reservation as
originally established ran from a point on the Missouri River 4 miles
below the Fort Berthold Indian Village (Like-a-Fishhook Village,
32ML2) 3 miles in a northeast direction, then in a line northward to
the mouth of the Little Knife. River, then along the left bank of the
Missouri to the mouth of the Yel1owstone River. Here the line turned
westward and followed the south bank of the Yellowstone to the
Powder River. That stream was then followed to the point at which
the Little Powder River united with it. From the mouth of the Little
Powder the boundary followed a direct line to its starting point, 4
miles below Fort Berthold (Kappler, 1904. vol. 1, pp. 881-883).
This original reservation area has been reduced and reshaped by
Executive Order and acts of Congress until just prior to the taking of
land £or the Garrison Reservoir there remained a gross area of
643,368 acres lying on both sides of the Missouri and Little Missouri
Rivers in North Dakota. Within its boundaries are included parts of
McLean, Mercer, Mountrail, McKenzie, and Dunn Counties. The
boundaries are irregular, but the area has a maximum length of 50
miles, east-west, and a maximum width of 36 miles. About 1950 the
land ownership consisted of 63,683 acres alienated from trust status,
550,096 acres of individual trust allotment, 27,729 acres of tribally
owned trust land, and 1,860 acres of Government reserves. Right-ofway for the Garrison Reservoir necessitated the acquisition by the
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Federal Government of over 150,000 acres of Indian land, and the
filling of the reservoir will split the reservation into five residual
segments (Anon., 1953).
In 1804 Lewis and Clark found the three tribes occupying this
reservation already greatly reduced in numbers by smallpox. At
that time the Arikara, who were then just south of the present North
Dakota boundary, were reported to be Ii ving in three villages with
a total population of 2,600, of whom more than 600 were warriors.
The Hidatsa, with about the same population, were in three villages
at the mouth of the Knife River, and the Mandan, numbering about
1,250 were in two villages a short distance below. By 1900 the population of the three tribes had been reduced to 1,095, made up of 395
.A.rikara, 450 Hidatsa, and 250 Mandan. In 1905 they numbered
1,100. Since that time they have increased steadily, and according
to the Official Agency Census of 1950 they showed a total of 1,616,
divided as follows: Arikara, 550; Hidatsa, 720; Mandan, 346. However, intertribal and interracial marriage has progressed to a point
where tribal membership counts are of little significance today.
ABORIGINAL

OCCUPANCY

OF THE AREA

When Verendrye reached the Mandan in 1738 they seem to have
been living in the neighborhood of the present Bismarck, N. Dak.
Sites which appear at present to be attributable to them are present
for many miles along the Missouri River below that point, suggesting
a slow migration upstream at an earlier period. Although the date
at which the Mandan-Hidatsa occupancy of the region began is not
known, it has been of sufficient duration to allow their myths and
legends to become localized. For example, Dog Den Buttes, the
mouth of a small stream known variously as Short Missouri and Malnouri Creek, and Red Butte are given as localities where legendary
events took place or where supernaturals lived. In 1804 Lewis and
Clark were shown a site near the present city of Mandan, N. Dak.,
and were informed by an Arikara chief that it had been occupied
by the Mandan who had abandoned it 40 years before. These explorers found the Mandan and Hidatsa in several villages at and
below the mouth of Knife River, in the present Mercer and McLean
Counties, the greater number of them living on the west side of the
Missouri. In 1796 John Evans spent the winter at the Mandan villages, a short distance below the mouth of the Knife River, and
British traders seem to have reached them there at a somewhat earlier
date.
In 1829 a trading post, Fort Clark, was built by the American Fur
Company near the Mandan village, and that tribe continued to inhabit the site until they were almost exterminated by the smallpox
epidemic of 1837. The survivors scattered, some taking up residence
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for a time with the Arikara while others went to the Hidatsa.
Eventually they drew together in one small village above th~ site of
that at Fort Clark, and the Fort Clark village was burned by a Dakota war party in January 1839 (Abel, 1932, p. 181).
For a few years following the smallpox epidemic we know little of
the movements of the Hidatsa. There are hints that some were at
Rock Village (32ME15) and at another village to the west and across
the river, but the evidence is equivocal (Libby, 1908, p. 465). About
1845 the Hidatsa, accompanied by a few Mandan (Wilson, 1934, p.
351), settled at the Like-a-Fishhook bend of the Missouri River and
built a village there which was named after that geographical feature. Later the remainder of the Mandan joined them there, and
Fort Berthold was established to handle the trade of the two tribes.
The Arikara are relatively latecomers to the region. Precontact
and early contact sites which are tentatively assigned to this tribal
group are common in South Dakota to a point well below the present
town of Chamberlain. When visited by Trudeau late in the 18th
century, this tribe or a part of it, lived near the mouth of the Cheyenne River, but at about that time some of them seem to have migrated north and were living on the banks of the Missouri between
the Heart and Knife Rivers. Lewis and Clark were shown village
sites in that area which were ascribed to that tribe and which had
not been long abandoned (Reid, 1947-48, pp. 36-39). In 1804 they
had retreated downriver from this position and were living in three
villages between the Grand and Cannonball Rivers when visited by
Lewis and Clark. By 1823 they were concentrated in two adjacent
villages above the mouth of Grand River, in South Dakota. In that
year their attack on a party of traders brought on the Leavenworth
campaign in which their double village was shelled. They then abandoned this site, and for the next few years the record of their movements is a confused one. Apparently some of them soon reoccupied
the former village above the mouth of the Grand, while others went
to Nebraska and joined their kinsmen, the Skidi Pawnee. In 1837,
apparently again a united group, they moved north, and after the
decimation of the Mandan by smallpox and the destruction of their
village by the Dakota, the Arikara occupied the site and built a new
village there.
In 1861 the Arikara again moved upstream, abandoning the village
at Fort Clark, and were invited to build their village beside the
Mandan and Hidatsa. This invitation they declined and spent the
winter of 1861-62 in two winter villages above the present settlement
of Nishu (Libby, 1920, pp. 181, 191, 203). One of these, 32ML38,
stood on what was at that time an island which, owing to stream
shifting and silting of the old channel, has since become part of the
left bank of the river (Will and Hecker, 1944, p. 84). In 1952 its
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location was still known to many of the descendants of the builders,
some of whom still identified it by its old name of Heart Village.
The following spring the Arikara crossed the Missouri River and
moved a few miles downstream to the wide flat terraces above and
across the stream from Like-a-Fishhook Village, where they began the
construction of two villages, one of which, 32ME16, is the site considered in this paper. In August 1862, as a result of a Dakota attack,
the two villages were abandoned and the Arikara accepted the invitation of the Mandan-Hidatsa group to join them at Like-a-Fishhook
Village. There they remained until moved onto separate allotments
about 1886.
The area was well known to a number of other tribal groups who
raided, visited, and some of whom also hunted and wintered in this
region. The Dakota, particularly the Y anktonai, were raiding the
Mandan and Hidatsa villages at the mouth of the Knife River before
1804 and later became an ever-present menace to the villages at Fort
Clark and Fort Berthold. In 1806 Henry mentions the arrival of a
party of Crow who had come to the Hidatsa villages to trade (Henry
and Thompson, 1897, pp. 398-399), and at a much later period, in
1851,we find mention of the arrival of a group of visiting Chippewa
at Like-a-Fishhook Village (Kurz, 1937, pp. 84-85). At an earlier
period the Assiniboin seem to have been the most frequent visitors to
the area. Verendrye was guided to the Mandan villages in 1738 by
members of that tribe who were accustomed to visit the Mandan for
purposes of trade. In 1804 a party of Assiniboin accompanied by a
number of Cree visited the Mandan and Hidatsa villages (Reid,
1947-48, pp. 71-72), and in April 1805 Lewis and Clark passed
recently abandoned camps of both the Hidatsa and Assiniboin in what
is now McLean and Dunn Counties (ibid., pp. 213-219, 227-228). In
1809 Henry, in speaking of the extent of the Assiniboin territory,
places their southward boundaries on the Missouri and "down that
river nearly to the Mandan villages" (Henry and Thompson, 1897,
p. 517).
At present little is known regarding the earlier occupants of the
area. A few potsherds with cord-roughened exteriors which have
been found along this section of the Missouri River appear to belong
to some aspect of the widely spread Woodland pattern. Tests at a
site north of Williston, in Williams County, N. Dak., yielded sherds
which have not been assigned to any previously known culture complex (Metcalf, 1962). Mounds are present on the west side of the
Missouri in Mercer County, but nothing is known regarding their age
or the cultural affiliations of the builders. Circles of small boulders
. . .
'
commonly known as tip1 rmgs, and some of which may be of moderate antiquity, are common throughout this part of the State. Terrace spurs commonly show traces of campsites buried to an average
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depth of a foot. Limited test excavations at two such sites have
uncovered fireplaces, a few nondiagnostic stone artifacts, and from
one a small number of sherds which cannot be assigned to any cultural
manifestation yet known.
An excavated site in, this area, 32ME59, known as the Grandmothers Lodge site from its connection with a Mandan-Hidatsa
myth, has been the subject of a recent report (Woolworth, 1956). A
shallow depression there was said by members of these tribes to mark
the site of the dwelling of "Grandmother" or "Old Woman Who
Never Dies." Excavation of the reputed lodge site was begun by a
Missouri Basin Project party late in the 1952 field season, but the
sudden and unexpected termination of fieldwork for that year forced
the project to be abandoned. The site was then investigated during
the two following years by State Historical Society of North DakotaNational Park Service units under the supervision of Alan R. Woolworth. As a result of the complete excavation of the depression, a
number of postmolds and a fireplace were found, the arrangement of
which suggests the former presence of a semisubterranean, rectangular
earthlodge. A fair number of sherds as well as stone and bone artifacts were uncovered which at present cannot be assigned to any cultural manifestation known for the area. Although scattered surface
material suggests that the small site extends for some distance on all
sides of the depression, no trace of other lodges of the same age were
found. The site is a puzzling one in many ways, and if the complex
of postholes and fireplace truly represents an earthlodge, as they
seem to do, it is undoubtedly the oldest one known at present from
the Missouri River area north of the Knife River.
No Paleo-Indian sites are known from this part of North Dakota,
but occasional surface finds of fluted points have been made in the
area. Much more work is needed on this problem, and an intensive
survey of the river bank exposures along the Little Missouri River js
a project which might well yield good results to some student in the
future.
SITE DESCRIPTION
Star Village is located on the right (south) side of the Missouri
River, and just inside the Fort Berthold Reservation, the boundary
line running a few hundred yards to the east of the site. It is in
Mercer County, N. Dak., 16 miles north and 3 miles west of the town of
Beulah. It may be more closely located as in the NW¼, sec. 3, T. 146
N., R. 88 W. In relation to excavated sites in the area, it lies 12 miles
upstream from Rock Village ( 32ME15), the two sites being on the
same side of the river. The site of Like-a-Fishhook Village (32ML2)
lies across the river and a short distance below, so close that a particularly deep-voiced camp crier is said to have been able to shout messages
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to it from the Arikara village (Will, 1924, p. 326). The Nightwalkers Butte in the Bull Pasture site (32ML39) is across the river
and approximately U miles upstream, to the northwest (map 2).
The village remains cover an area measuring about 1,050 :feet in
length northwest-southeast, with a width of about 625 feet northeastsouthwest (map 3). The village area is somewhat oval in outline and
surrounded by a ditch, the area enclosed being estimated at about 10
acres. It covers the north side of a level to gently sloping terrace
which stands some 60 :feet above the river level and 30 :feet above the
flood plain. East of the site this terrace has been removed by stream
action in the past, leaving a wide embayment of flood plain which is
bounded on the south by a high bluff. To the west a coulee divides
the terrace from another of the same height. The terrace extends
for some miles west of this coulee, divided at irregular intervals by
other drainage ways. The north, west, and east sides of the village
terrace pitch sharply downward, those on the north and east meeting
the flood plain which slopes gently to the Missouri River 600 yards to
the north. A county road runs east-west across the terrace, crowding
close to the fortification ditch on the south side of the village site, and
beyond it the terrace continues southward for 300 yards to the foot of
the hills forming the south side of the valley.
A small stream, known locally as Lousy Creek, meanders along the
bottom of the coulee which bounds the site on the west. Local tradition ascribes the origin of the name to an incident which is said to
have occurred while the Arikara were building their village there. A
small war party attempting to raid the village horse herds was ambushed in the coulee and the following morning the enemy dead were
found to be covered with lice. The name may be of very recent origin.
As late as 1908 the stream was referred to as Dancing Bear Creek
(Stout, 1908), a name under which it is also shown on the Warren map
of 1867. What appears to be the same stream is shown under that
name on both the Missouri River Commission and Missouri River
Survey maps of 1892-1895 and 1891, respectively.
The terrace formed an ideal location for an earthlodge village. It
was smooth and well drained, with open, rolling hills and wide, level
terraces to south and west which provided abundant pasture for the
tribal horse herds, while an unfailing supply of running water was
close at hand. The low bottomland to the north, northwest, and east,
supported a heavy growth of cottonwood, willow, ash, and elm, furnishing house and palisade posts as well as firewood. Wild fruit is
locally present in great quantities today, and there is no reason to suppose that it was less abundant in 1862. The soil of the flood plain, a
sandy, alluvial loam, rich and friable, is ideal for hoe cultivation after
the brush cover is removed, and some hundreds of acres were immedi-
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ately available to the north and east. Despite its natural advantages
the Arikara occupation of the terrace was destined to be a short and
tragic one.
The site has never been under cultivation and stands out plainly
on the terrace with house and ditch remains clear and well marked
(pl. 14). In 1951 tall prairie grass covered the ditch and the plainly
visible ring-mounds which marked the sites of the structures which
once formed the village. Depressions marked the positions of caches
and borrow pits. The large house rings showed little tendency toward
alinement except along the north side of the site, where they were
closely spaced and tended to be arranged in rows parallel to the
long axis of the site. Somewhat west of the center of the site was an
especially large ring-mound which local people insisted marked the
site of the ceremonial lodge or "dance lodge" as they referred to it.
A large open space had been left in front of this structure, and 16
house rings formed a circle about it and the associated plaza in front
with an irregular circle of mounds present outside the first. The remainder of the house rings were placed without order (map 3). The
village arrangement, while compact, was less so than at Rock Village (32ME15), an earlier site believed to be attributable to the
Hidatsa. It was also somewhat less compact than such earlier sites
as the late component of 39ST1 at the mouth of the Cheyenne
River, the upper component of the Dodd site ( 39ST30), or the
Phillips Ranch site (39ST14), all of which are tentatively assigned
to the .Arikara. Many of the house sites showed traces of an
irregular depression, sometimes shallow, but occasionally rather
deep, at the outside edge of the ring-mound, a trait previously noted
only for the Leavenworth site (Strong, 1940, p. 366). These are
considered to represent borrow pits from which earth was taken to
bank the sides and cover the roofs of the lodges. No occupational
debris was present on the surface of the site, and little was found
in the excavations. No trace was found of a midden.
A rectangular feature outlined by low earth banks was present
outside the ditch, southwest of the village. We were told that this
marked the site of a log house occupied by a white trader who was
with the .Arikara during their sojourn at the site. Excavation did
not substantiate this identification.
The earliest mention of this site appears to be in a report from
Samuel N. Latta, United States Agent, Upper Missouri .Agency, to
Hon. William P. Dole, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and dated
from Yankton, Dakota Territory, August 27, 1862. Latta writes:
"June 5-Arrived at Fort Berthold ....
Same day [June 5] we
passed to the opposite side of the river, where the Rees are building,
upon a beautiful slope overlooking the river, their new village, quite
convenient to a fine body of timber. They were so harrassed by the
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Sioux at their old village [Fort Clark], some eighty miles below,
that they were forced to abandon it; also their corn patches which
they had tilled for so many years, for new ones, scratched among the
weeds and bushes in the bottom of their present place with hoes.
Their village is built principally of dirt lodges; here and there a
log cabin put up in good style, with fireplaces and chimneys" (Report
of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for the year 1862, p. 194). In
the same letter Latta tersely reports the attack on the village by the
Dakota. "About the 1st of August last a large party of Sioux attacked the Arikarees in their village, killing a number of them, together with a white man trading at that place. They were repulsed
with a loss of some 30 killed."
In the same year Lewis H. Morgan visited the upper Missouri
River, stopping briefly at the recently abandoned Fort Clark village,
at Like-a-Fishhook Village, Fort Berthold, and visiting the new
village which the Arikara were then building. He places the latter
"two miles above the Minnitaree [Hidatsa J Village, and on the opposite or southwest side of the river ... ". Regarding his brief visit
to the Arikara here he says; "I found them actively engaged in the
construction of a new village. It is back on the bluff, about half
a mile from the river" (Morgan, 1871, p. 30).
It is of interest to note that while Latta mentions the presence of
log cabins in this village at the time of his visit, Morgan makes no
mention of them, although at the Fort Clark village he saw "several
rectangular houses constructed of hewn logs" ( ibid., p. 42). The
Missouri Basin Project party recognized nothing at 32ME16 in 1951
which in any way suggested the former presence of log cabins.
In 1908 A. B. Stout mapped a number of village sites for the State
Historical Society of North Dakota, among them one which he labeled
"The Large Arikara Village Site" (map 4) and, in addition, the
smaller village site to the west of this. The map of the larger site is,
without question, a map of 32ME16. This map shows 84 lodge rings
and one rectangular earth-bank enclosure within the encircling ditch
and one outside it. In addition to measuring the diameter of each
lodge ring, Stout numbered them and obtained a partial list of the
owners' names, 21 in all. That he was able to obtain such a list is not
at all surprising since the village had been abandoned only 46 years
previously and his informant had lived there. Stout's field notes, in
the files of the State Historical Society of North Dakota, describe the
adjacent terrain as characterized by gentle slopes and level areas, the
latter cut by a stream bed. A gently sloping valley is mentioned as
present to the east, and a watercourse to the west. He mentions the
bluffs to the south and says that in them was a spring used by the
Indians. The lodge rings are described as distinct, with the position
of the doorways "unmistakably evident," the rings from 3 to 18 inches
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in height, and the area within the rings "about level with the general
level-not dug down in the least." He was shown where the Grandfather Rock had stood, in front of the ceremonial lodge, and indicated
the position on his map. He noted the depressions encircling many
lodge rings, and indicated the plainest of them by dotted areas on his
map. Regarding these features he says: "The dirt was removed irregularly to a depth of from six inches to two feet . . . evidently for
building purposes. It does not appear however that enough dirt was
thus removed to build all the huts. Many huts have no dug areas nearby, in others it is close around wall. In many cases it merges into
ditch from inner side" (Stout, 1908}.
In the course of his interviews Stout was told by one informant,
Yellow Wolf, that the nearby western village was much smaller than
32ME16, and that it had no ceremonial lodge. Yellow Knife is said
to have been chief of the smaller village, with Eagle-On-Hill as aide or
subchief. Star "was chief of all the Arikara ... [and] lived in the
large village to the east, across Dancing Bear creek . . . under him
were White Shield and Tall Bull" (ibid., 1908). The gardens and
cemetery were said to have been held in common by the two villages,
the cemetery being located across the small stream, northwest of
32ME16. This spot was pointed out to the 1951 party as the site of
the cemetery and, although no excavations were made here, fragments
of human skeletal material were picked up from the surface of the
plowed field at this point. Evidently the burials were either very
shallow or scaffold burials have been made here.
0. G. Libby, in a paper on lndian village patterns in North Dakota,
(1908, p. 506), described 32ME16, citing Stout's notes as authority
for his statements. Libby says that the village was built in May 1860
and gives the names of the leaders as Wolf Chief and Yellow Knife,
with Wolf Necklace as assistant. "In August of the same year eight
bands of Sioux came to trade at the store in the large village, . . .
and being dissatisfied at the prices paid by the white man ... killed
him. The Arikara at once attacked the Sioux to revenge his death,
since he had married into their tribe. Only a few were armed with
guns at this time, and they suffered severely, sixteen of their number
being killed. On the evening of the battle, both villages hastily fortified themselves by a ditch, and the next day they all crossed the river
to the Fort Berthold Village."
Today the older Arikara remember tales of incidents which occurred at this village, either before or during the fight, tales which
they were told by their parents or grandparents. In a general way
the stories agree, although they often vary greatly in detail. In 1951
it was found impossible to obtain the native name of the village, and
only one or two people. hazarded a guess that the name of the chief
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was Star. The relationship, if any, between this chief and Son of
Star ( 1830-1881) , one of the two Arikara chiefs formerly memorialized by a monument north of the cemetery at Like-a-Fishhook Village,
is unknown. They may actually have been the same person. The
tradition that Star was chief there is the basis of our name for the site.
In August 1912 nine survivors of the group of Arikara who had
served as scouts for the Army, met with 0. G. Libby, of the State
Historical Society of North Dakota, and their accounts of the Black
Hills Expedition and of the 1876 campaign were later published by
that Society. Following the narratives of the scouts is a section
devoted to short biographies of the Indians interviewed. The first
part of this paper is a valuable historical document; the worth of
the second part is difficult to evaluate since it is often impossible to
determine whether the identification of places is that of the Indian or
that of the interviewer. The site considered here is mentioned a
number of times in the biographies. In the account of Strikes Two
it is stated that the Arikara left Fort Clark in the fall of 1861 and
wintered in two villages above the present settlement of Nishu. "Before the ice broke in the spring, all the Arikara moved down the
river and built two villages across from Fort Berthold. In the fall
of the same year they crossed the river and joined the Fort Berthold
Village, after they had been attacked by the Dakotas, who camped
near their villages to trade for corn" (Libby, 1920, p. 187). This
is further dated as the year of the great Dakota attack on Fort
Berthold, an event which took place December 24, 1862. In the
biography of Red Star, another of the scouts, it is said that his
mother "was killed with her five-year-old daughter by the Dakotas
at the Arikara village opposite Fort Berthold" ( ibid., p. 195). The
statement is also made that Running Wolf, another of the scouts, "just
remembers the Dakota attack upon the two Arikara Villages opposite
Fort Berthold" (ibid., p. 204).
After Libby the next published mention of the site seems to be
that of Will, who says " ... just above the river elevator at Ree, is
the first of the two Arikara sites, built by that tribe and occupied for
about a year before they crossed the river and built near their allies
at Old Fort Berthold. These sites are separated by less than a mile,
show very short occupancy, and are exactly opposite the old Fort
Berthold site" (Will, 1924, p. 326).
Only one other reference to the site has been found. In a list of
North Dakota sites it is stated that "There are two Arikara villages
on the south side of the river, across the river and about one mile
upstream from the Fort Berthold site. One of these sites is known
as the Yellow Knife site. The sites were occupied by the Arikara
some time after 1850" (Will and Hecker, 1944, p. 116).
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METHOD AND EXTENT OF EXCAVATION
Owing to the late date at which the field party arrived at the site,
and the small number of men in the crew, only a limited amount of
excavation was possible at Star Village. After examining the site
it was decided that in addition to mapping it, an attempt would be
made to excavate a house floor in each quarter of the village and,
additionally, the site of the large ceremonial structure. Because of
the shallowness of the fill above the floors these operations required
less time than was expected. Feature 10 was then excavated (Map 3),
and the one feature outside the encircling ditch (Feature 13) was
explored in order to determine if excavation would confirm the local
belief that it was the site of a former log cabin. This it did not
appear to be, nor did it fit the pattern found at Feature 10. Therefore
another small earth-wall enclosure, Feature 15, was excavated. In
addition to these excavations a large area was uncovered adjacent to
a gap in the ditch in order to determine if any trace of a gate was
present at that point, and two exploratory trenches were cut across
the fortification ditch in the northwest part of the site before the
approach of winter brought the 1951 field season to a close.
Work began at the site on August 23 with a crew of eight laborers.
On August 29 two of them left to return to school, and a week later
four more left for the same reason. Two local men were then engaged, and supervisory personnel became laborers upon occasion.
Work was greatly hampered by inclement weather during the entire
period of operations there, at first by heavy rains and later by high
winds and low temperatures.
In excavating the house floors, operations began at the center of
the area enclosed within the ring- mound. The soil was first removed
to a depth of 5 or 6 inches by vertical shovel-cuts. As soon as the
center was cleared and the fireplace located, especial care was taken
to remain well above the level of that feature. After the first layer
of fill was removed to a point beyond the crest of the ring-mound, the
loose earth was shoveled out. The floor of the excavation was then
scraped deeper with trowels in an effort to find the floor of the
structure, an effort which was never entirely successful at this site
since the floors had never been subjected to constant trampling and,
apparently, not prepared by beating. By using fireplace level at the
center of the lodge and with the aid of occasional finds of bits of
decayed willow rods and grass which had originally formed the first
layer of roof covering, it was found possible to hold to the floor level
with accuracy. Occasionally there was a slight admixture of finely
powdered charcoal at this level which, although never marked, :formed
a slightly darker line which helped hold the floor level true. The
floor of the ceremonial lodge, Feature 12, proved particularly hard to
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follow. No fireplace was present, and the charcoal-mixed level, never
pronounced in any house, was completely lacking there. As a result
the floor was scraped down to what appeared to be clean, undisturbed
soil where the postmolds were found. It is possible that this feature
was excavated slightly below the true floor level.
Each excavation unit within the site was designated a feature and
assigned a number, and the same procedure was followed with all
finds which were considered noteworthy. Thus, house floors with
their associated posthole patterns were considered features, as were
fireplaces, storage or other pits, exploratory cuts across the ditch, and
the excavation which uncovered the entrance gap left in the surrounding ditch. In the following pages each of these will be described
under its feature number.
HOUSES

Feature 1 (fig. 6; pl. 15, a),__:_The field season was almost ended
and the excavation of the ceremonial lodge was well under way before
Stout's map and notes were discovered. It occasioned some surprise
when it was learned that Feature 1, the first house floor to be uncovered at the site was, by the testimony of Stout's informant, that
of the first lodge to be built at the site and further that it had been
owned by "Chief, the only Mandan in the village." It was located in
the extreme northwest part of the site with the defensive ditch approaching it closely on the north and northwest. Before excavation
it showed as a low but dj stinct ring- mound or circular earth-bank
enclosure and was well covered with a heavy growth of rather tall
grass. The fireplace was located at once, and the earth was removed
to this depth as far as the inner side of the mound. The floor was not
well marked, but close examination showed a thin line of soil darkened
by the presence of a small amount of fine charcoal particles and resting
on completely sterile earth. This level was accepted as the floor, and
the edges of the excavation were carried outward until traces of the
leaner butts were found. The fill varied in depth from a minimum of
7 inches at the center to a maximum of 10 inches at the outer edge.
The excavation revealed the floor plan of a circular structure 33
feet in diameter, with a central :fireplace, four centrally located support posts, an outer ring of 11 posts and an entrance portico. The
four central posts stood at a radius of approximately 7 feet from the
center of the fireplace and formed the corners of a square measuring
10 feet on a side. Two extra postmolds were present, one behind each
front center post and in line with that member and the :fireplace.
Evidences of extra posts are not uncommon in house remains in the
Plains area and have been referred to as braces, on the supposition
that they were added in the old age of the structure to support a weak
foundation post or a sagging roof member. Such can hardly have
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been the purpose here, for this was, presumably, a new house when
the village was abandoned. These two molds may have held posts
which supported a horizontal bar from which a robe or blanket was
hung to serve as a screen and break such drafts as entered through the
doorway.
The molds of the 11 posts forming the outer circle stood at an
average radius of 13.75 feet from the center of the .fireplace and well
beyond the crest of the ring-mound. Posts in this circle carried the
stringers against which the upper end of the leaners rested, as well
as carrying one end of the rafters. These posts were unevenly spaced
at intervals of from 3 to 10 feet apart. Forming a somewhat irregular
circle at an average distance of about 3 feet beyond the outer circle of
postmolds were the butts of many small poles and slabs, apparently
all that remained to mark the position of the leaners which formed the
inner part of the house wall.
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Many small, shallow holes from 1 to 2 inches in diameter were
founq. in the floor. These were often in groups but in no case did
they form a pattern. Most of them contained bits of decayed wood
and, in some cases, the butts of small poles or rods, the purpose of
which is unknown. Conceivably they may represent the position of
beds, of hangers for meat, clothing, weapons, or tools, or perhaps in
some cases of partitions erected when horses were stabled within the
lodge.
The fireplace, a simple, unlined depression in the floor, measured
from 30 to 33 inches in diameter at the top. It was 5 inches in depth,
and the flat bottom was 20 inches across. The concave sides were
reddened by the action of fire, but at no point did the color change
exceed a half-inch in thickness. White ash made up less than half
the contents, the bulk of the fill being of earth.
The entrance portico extended to the southeast. It was marked by
one pair 0£ oppositely placed postholes at the front, these being in
line with a pair in the outer ring of foundation posts of the house. A
width of 7.5 feet at the doorway is indicated, with an average length of
about the same.
No trace was found of a firescreen of the type recorded by Wilson
for the Hidatsa ( 1934, p. 386), by Maximilian for the Mandan ( 1906,
pp. 271-272), or as found by Hartle during the excavation of the
Rock Village ( 32ME15) and the Nightwalkers Butte in the Bull
Pasture ( 32ML39) sites. Neither was there any indication that the
leaners of the entranceway had been set in trenches. No caches were
present in the floor.
Little cultural debris came from the site of this structure. It is of
interest, however, that a greater percentage of the objects found there
are of pottery or stone than was the case at the other structural remains excavated at the site. At the same time it should be noted that
trade objects were present in approximately the same numbers as at
the other house floors uncovered. The notes give little indication as
to whether the objects of native origin came from the fill or from the
floor level. I suspect that the sherds and stone objects found here
were from the fill and probably were present in the earth used to cover
the roof and sides of the structure and represent an ear lier use of the
site by some group or groups who preceded the Arikara. Fifty-three
fragments of animal bones were recovered 1 few of which were identifiable. A single kernel of charred corn was found. Probably the most
interesting trade object from the entire site was found there-a small·
dagger which had been thrust down into one of the central postholes.
A boulder 12 to 18 inches in diameter was in the fill about 6 feet southwest of the fireplace. This seems to have been above the floor level and
showed no sign of having served as an anvil.
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Feature 3 (fig. 7; pl. 15, b) .-The second floor to be uncovered at
the site was in the southwest part of the village, and is identifiable as
that marked "67" on the Stout map and one :for which that investigator
:failed to obtain the owner's name. Like the first, its presence was indicated by a low but distinct ring-mound which, in this case, measured
46 feet in diameter. The fill was somewhat deeper than at Feature 1,
averaging slightly over '8 inches in depth. The floor plan was similar
to that of the first excavated; circular, with central fireplace, a fourpost central foundation surrounded by an outer row of support posts
and with a vestibulelike entranceway.
The butts of four central foundation posts were found at a radius of
7.5 to 8.0 feet from the fireplace and formed the corners of a square
measuring 10 feet between the southwest and southeast posts and
11.25 feet on the other three sides. Beyond these was a circle of 17 irregularly spaced molds indicating the positions of the secondary posts
which stood at a radius of from 17 to 19 feet :from the center of the
fireplace. This floor plan indicates a lodge which is somewhat out of
pattern, and I am inclined to believe that molds of two closely planted
posts in the outer circle at the back of the lodge indicate braces or perhaps some such feature as a shrine. There is a wide gap between the
first and second molds to the left as one enters the lodge, and a mold
may have been missed by the excavators. The posts forming the outer
circle stood at distances of from 17 to slightly over 19 feet from the
center of the fireplace, those on the northeast being closer than those
on the south west side. Traces of leaner butts were found only on the
north and northwest, where they stood at a distance of from 15 to 18
inches from the outer post ring and slightly inside the highest point of
the ring-mound. This gives the lodge an inside diameter of approximately 39 feet.
Post butts or fragments of decayed wood were present in all but the
northeast center posthole, which may mean that this post had been
pulled. All of these butts indicated surprisingly small posts for a
structure with a diameter of nearly 40 feet. As was the case at Feature
1, many small holes were present in the floor. A large group of them
were present behind the fireplace in the area enclosed by the central
foundation posts. Many larger molds were also present, some of them
as large as those for the foundation posts.
The centrally located fireplace (Feature 4) was a shallow basin,
circular in outline, 26 inches in diameter and 5 inches in depth. The
sides and bottom were brick-red from burning, and it was filled to
floor level with soft white ash in which were three fragments of glass,
a gun-flint, and a small brass ring.
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plan of Feature 3, Star Village site.

The entranceway was about 10 feet in length with the long a.xis
northeast-southwest.
The inner end was apparently framed by two
posts of the outer support ring, and two posts had framed the opening
at the outer (northeast) end. An extra post was present in the south
wall line. At the outer end the entrance was 5 feet in width, and it
measured 2 feet more between posts at the inner end.
Feature 3 yielded but few artifacts and, except for the objects found
in the fireplace, most of them came from the outer edge of the floor.
A small granite boulder about a foot in diameter was present in the fill
some 6 feet north of the fireplace and at least 5 inches above the floor.
This was somewhat battered as if from use as an anvil.
Feature 5 (fig. 8) .-The ring-mound marking this house site was
located about the middle of the outer line of rings on the east side of
the site. It is No. 9 on Stout's map and of it he says: "This was White
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plan of Feature 5, Star Village site.

man's store. Here is where battle started. Bull Neck [informant]
could not give white trader's name."
The well-marked ring-mound measured 38 feet in diameter from
crest to crest. Removal of the fill, which nowhere exceeded 10 inches
in depth, revealed the usual pattern of a central fireplace and holes
for four central foundation posts surrounded by a secondary post ring.
The circular fireplace was smaller than usual, measuring just under 2
feet in diameter and 5 inches in depth. The sides were concave, and
the flat bottom was 10 inches across. The four center posts had stood
at a radius of from 7 to 8 feet from the center of the fireplace, forming
the corners of a markedly rectangular area which measured 13 by
7.5 feet, with the long axis northeast-southwest.
Sixteen irregularly spaced molds at a radius of from 14 to 17.5 feet
from the center of the hearth, and forming a circle about 31 feet in
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diameter, indicated the position of the outer posts. This circle is not
at all satisfactory, and it is possible that some molds were not discovered and that the lodge had 15 posts in the outer ring with an
additional pair framing the inner end of the entrance.
The entrance portico was indicated by a single pair of postholes at
the outer end. Two posts of the outer ring of :foundation posts may
have served to frame the inner end of the entranceway, as seems to
have been the case with the two structures previously excavated.
The two outer molds indicate a northwest opening entrance 4.5 feet in
width and 7.0 feet in length, with the long axis northwest-southeast
at a right angle to that of the central area about the hearth. Like the
others it opened toward the clear space or plaza in the center of the
site. Evidence of wall leaners was very scanty, but the few found
stood at from 30 to 38 inches beyond the secondary circle of postmolds,
which gives a diameter of about 37 feet for the house.
Supernumerary postmolds were present in the floor as were the
small molds left by rods 1 to 2 inches in diameter, but neither was
as common here as at Features 1 and 3. Two of the larger molds
which were placed in such fashion as to suggest a six-post central
foundation may have served as crane posts to support a pole above
the fire.
Two pieces of nondescript worked stone, four iron nails, a broken
iron knife, a fragment of glass, and a trade bead were the only
artifacts recovered.
Feature 8 (fig. 9; pl.16, a) .-The fourth house floor to be excavated
was located in the outer row of house rings, in the northeast part of the
site. The ring-mound which indicated its presence was somewhat
higher than was the case with the three previously excavated and the
floor line was easier to follow, owing to the quantity of badly decayed
bark and wood which lay upon it. This was particularly true of the
east half. Some sections of timbers found there were of good length
and were, presumably, the remains of rafters.
The four postmolds of the central foundation posts stood at the
corners of a rectangular area which measured between 10 and 11 feet
across the short axis, southwest-northeast, parallel with the long axis
of the entrance portico. The central area measured 12.5 feet in width
across the front and just under 15 feet across the back, the northeast
centerpost being :far out of line. The fireplace, which was in the
center of the floor, was not in the center of the area delimited by the
centerposts, being behind and to one side of that point.
Twelve postmolds, irregularly spaced, at distances of from 15 to
17.6 feet, but with most of them occurring rather uniformly at between
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plan of Feature 8, Star Village site.

16.25 and 17.5 feet, indicated the positions of the posts forming the
secondary circle. Two of them seem to have framed the inner end
of the entranceway. Four of the twelve stood in the northwest half
of the circle, eight in the opposite half, giving rise to a suspicion that
not all the molds on the northwest side were discovered. The great
gap of slightly over 20 feet between posts at the back of the lodg~ is
also suspicious. I suspect that the structure actually had 16 posts
in the outer circle.
A number of extra molds were present in the floor, but those le:ft
by small willow wands were fewer and large molds more common
than usual. A group of the larger molds were present behind the
northeast centerpost position, five of them forming a line between that
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member and an outer foundation post. They may represent one end
of a horse corral within the lodge. A mold near the southwest centerpost may have held a crane post or a wooden mortar.
Shallow molds beyond the outer circle indicated the location of
the leaners. These stood at a distance of from only 8 to 14 inches
from the outer post ring, which would indicate walls much more
vertical than was the case at the other house remains excavated, provided that the outer foundation posts were of the same height. These
molds indicate an inside diameter of about 36 feet for this house.
The fireplace was a rather large, but shallow, basin-shaped pit.
It measured 30 inches in diameter and 4 inches in depth. ·white ash
filled it to the floor level.
The entranceway, with its long axis southwest-northeast, opened
toward the center of the village and was framed by a pair of posts
at each end, the inner pair, as usual, forming part of the outer circle
of support posts. It was from 4.0 to 4.5 feet in width and between
8.0 and 9.0 feet in length. Artifacts were rather more plentiful at
Feature 8 than at the other houses excavated. A tincup was found
on the floor southeast of the fireplace. North of the fireplace was
the bottom of a green glass pocket flask, and other fragments of
glass were scattered about the floor. Three sheet-iron "jingles" lay
on the floor 8 feet southeast of the fireplace. Other objects from this
~xcavation consist of sherds of Staffordshire earthenware, several
iron objects, and a few pieces of worked stone.
Featwre 12 (fig.10; pl.16, b) .-Located at the west side of the open
space in the center of the site was the largest of the earthen ringmounds. This marked the site of what was, reputedly, the ceremonial
lodge. Since it has been described and discussed in detail in another
. place (Metcalf, 1962), only a summary description will be given here.
It was circular in outline and between 75 to 77 feet in diameter.
Molds of the four posts forming the central foundation formed the
corners of an area about 20 feet square, with the rear pair about 2 feet
further apart than those in front. T·wenty postmolds formed an irregular circle about these at a radius of from 25 to 38 feet from the
center of the central area, those in the front of the lodge being the
closest. At a distance of from 5 to 11 feet beyond these was a shallow,
narrow trench, 6 to 8 inches in width and the same in depth, which
yielded many bits of decayed wood, presumably the butts of the
leaners. The entranceway, between 6 and 7 feet in width and 12
feet in length, was on the east side of the lodge and oriented eastwest, opening upon the open space in the center of the village. No
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plan of Feature 12, Star Village site.

trace of an altar or of a fireplace was found, suggesting that the structure was unfinished when the site was abandoned.

DISCUSSION OF HOUSE REMAINS
Although the five structures excavated at Star Village were all of
the same basic pattern, there was great individual variation in details.
There seems to be no pattern for such details as the relative size of the
central area outlined by the four central support posts, in the shape
of this area, or in its orientation with the long axis of the entranceway.
All houses were round, with a four-post central foundation, an outer
ring of secondary foundation posts, and a short, vestibulelike entranceway. The fireplaces were only approximately centered within the
central area. There was a slight tendency for the four center posts to
be located approximately midway between the central point of the
floor and the outer ring.
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There was a great variation in the number of posts present in the
outer ring and in their distances from each other. Although part of
the relative discrepancy might be explained by assuming that not all
post positions were found, this explanation does not entirely explain
the situation.
There is also a marked variation in the distance at which the butts
of the leaners stood from the posts of the outer ring. Four houses,
Features 1, 3, 5, and 8, varied but a few feet in the diameter of the
outer post ring, but the leaner butts, or traces of them, were found at
widely varying distances outside the ring, this distance bearing no
relation to the diameter of the house.
There were certain advantages in placing the butts of the leaners
well away from the secondary posts. The longer slope would make
it easier to cover the sides with earth; access to the top of the lodge
would be rendered easier and a greater floor space, particularly storage
space, would result from such practice. On the other hand, much
more earth would be required to cover such leaners, and the resulting
increase in weight would call for heavier leaners, which in turn would
require heavier timbers at the tops of the outer support posts where
the leaners rested. It seems most probable that the distance at which
the butts of the leaners stood from the secondary posts reflects differences in the height of the outer posts, since this would allow the butts
to be placed at some distance from the outer foundation ring and still
rise steeply if the top stood at a good height from the ground.
In 1932 William Duncan Strong carried on excavations at the
Leavenworth site in South Dakota, which was occupied by the Arikara
during the first quarter of the 19th century. The one published floor
plan of a house from this site shows a centrally located fireplace, four
central support posts, and 15 posts in the outer ring ( Strong, 1940, p.
367). Although the hearth is rather better centered than was usual
at Star Village, the same irregularity in the distances at which the
central posts are placed from the hearth is present. The center posts,
like those at Star Village, stand approximately midway between the
hearth and the outer ring of posts. Leaner butts stood at an even
greater distance from the outer post ring than did those at Star
Village.
The greatest difference is found in the entrance details at the two
sites. At Star Village the entrances seem to have been framed by one
pair of posts at the outer end of the vestibule. Presumably rafters extended from these to one pair of posts in the outer support ring of the
house. In general the length and width of the vestibule was approximately equal. This seems to have been the Mandan and Hidatsa practice and fits well with the remains found at Rock Village (32ME15)
1
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and at the Nightwalkers Butte in the Bull Pasture site ( 32ML39).
At the Leavenworth site the length of the entrance was nearly three
times its width and each side was outlined by a row of postholes, a
type of vestibule entrance of some antiquity in the central Plains,
where it reaches back to Upper Republican times.
The use of leaners to support the earthen sides of the lodge seems to
be a rather late trait on the Plains. The Pawnee, Omaha, Otoe, Arikara, Mandan, and Hidatsa all used the leaner in the historic period.
For the immediately preceding period there is little evidence. Lower
Loup houses in general show an outer circle of 16 posts and although
leaner remains have not been recognized, they were presumably present.
In 1951 Donald J. Lehmer excavated 10 houses at the Phillips Ranch
site (39ST14), near Pierre, S. Dak., for the Missouri Basin Project of
the River Basin Surveys. The site is undocumented but yielded trade
material and horse remains (Lehmer, 1954). All houses uncovered
here were circular in outline, with central fireplaces, vestibule type entrances, and with four single or multiple primary roof supports set
to form a rectangle about the fireplace. In general these center posts
were set at, or close to, an even distance :from the fireplace and show
a strong tendency to be halfway between the center of the house and
the wall. Entrances are unlike those at Star Village and resemble
those at the Leavenworth site in being of the long vestibule type outlined with closely spaced postholes. The greatest difference between
the structures here and the later ones lies in the outer ring of posts,
which at the Phillips Ranch site were closely set at fairly regular intervals. The small, closely spaced posts were generally interspersed
with heavier posts which might or might not be regularly spaced.
Since all these wall members were set vertically, it would appear that
leaners were not used here. The suggestion that leaners were not present may be offset by evidence gathered by Lehmer in 1950 at the nearby
Dodd (39ST30) site, where he also uncovered the floors of 10 round
structures. These he considers to be earlier than those at the Phillips
Ranch site since trade goods were less abundant and horse remains
were lacking. At one house, Feature 35, charred material found lying
on the floor led Lehmer to postulate a wall of four separate layers,
the inner one of which was composed of a "series of overlapping split
wood 'bats' roughly 2 inches thick which apparently leaned against
the house framework" ( ibid., pp. 12-13). It would seem at least as
probable that the charred material found here might have represented
roofing rather than the remains of the wall of the house. It is possible
that at the Dodd and Phillips Ranch sites leaners were used with their
butts resting on the ground surface outside the house pit, although
Lehmer in describing the charred remains at Feature 35 did not believe this to have been the case. At Rock Village (32ME15) the posi-
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tion of leaner butts was indicated, in some instances in which the house
was destroyed by .fire, by the presence of small fire-reddened areas
where the butts had rested. I have noted the same .fire-reddened areas
left by burned leaner butts around excavated Pawnee lodges in Nebraska. Nothing of this sort is mentioned as occurring at the DoddPhillips Ranch sites and the condition was, presumably, not found.
8tudy of the published floor plans of the houses excavated at the
Dodd and Phillips Ranch sites show other similarities as well as
differences when compared with the floor plans of houses from Star
Village. Floor plans of Dodd site (39ST30) houses suggest that
some more closely resemble those from the Star Village than do
others at the site or than those found at the Phillips Ranch (39ST14).
This applies particularly to Dodd site Feature 1 (Lehmer, 1954, p. 8),
Feature 7 (ibid., p. 9), and Feature 73 (ibid., p. 14). In two of the
three, the center posts do not form a good square, and the outer postring much more resembles that of the later structures than do the
others from the two Oahe Reservoir sites. The absence of many
closely set posts in the outer ring suggests that leaners were used here.
The floor plans of Features 8 (ibid., p. 10), 11 (p. 11), and 106 (p.
15) suggest that they also used wall leaners entirely or in part.
Entrances of Features 7 and 11 are of the short four-post type found.
at 32ME16, while that of Feature 73 (p. 14) tends in that direction.
At the Phillips Ranch site the presumed ceremonia,l lodge opened
to the northeast, as did that found at the Dodd site and at Star
Village. At Like-a-Fishhook Village (Metcalf, 1962), the ceremonial
structure opened to the east. At the Star Village site all or most
of the surrounding houses opened toward the ceremonial structure or
the plaza in front of it, a trait not present at either of the Oahe
Reservoir sites where the majority of the houses opened to the northeast. At the Phillips Ranch site (39ST14) the presumed ceremonial
lodge stood at the approximate center of the site, as did that at Star
Village.
One of the greatest differences between the round structures
uncovered at the Dodd and Phillips Ranch sites and those uncovered at Star Village lies in the fact that at the two South
Dakota sites the floors were de.finitely in dug pits, while at the North
Dakota site the floor was on or just below groun~ level. At the
Phillips Ranch site the floors were found at an average depth of 2.25
feet below surface, the range being from 1.8 to 2.9 feet. Those at the
Dodd site measured about the same, an average of 2.11 feet with a
range of from 1.5 to 2.8 feet. No measurements are available for the
Leavenworth site. At Star Village no floor was more than a foot
below the surface at the center, and within the ring-mound the surface
was somewhat higher than outside it so that floors at, or but little
below, surface level are indicated. It must be noted, however, that
597967-63-9
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at the Dodd, and Phillips Ranch sites the pit walls are described
as made up of "unfaced refuse and native soil." Unfortunately, one
does not know whether this indicates a mixture or whether the pit was
dug through a layer of refuse into native soil. It may well be that
at these two sites the depth of the pit is made up largely of an
accumulation of refuse which grew up about the house walls and over
the entire village area during the occupation of the site. Certainly
this is the impression one gets at the 39ST1 site, which is probably
of approximately the same age as the Dodd and Phillips Ranch sites.
Vertically framed walls with no traces of leaners and with walls
outlined by many closely set posts in a pit, which may be rather deep
or very shallow, are typical of the houses of the Upper Republican
and Nebraska aspects in Nebraska and Kansas. The later round
structures excavated from Lower Loup sites show, generally, an outer
circle of 16 posts and, although no traces of leaner butts have been
found, some such arrangement must have been present. That such
was not always the case is indicated by one of the few floor plans
which have been published; House 1 at the Gray-Wolfe site showed
a circle of 112 small posts spaced at intervals of 10 to 20 inches at the
edge of the floor ( Dunlevy and Bell, 1936, pp. 164--165). A. house
thus outlined would not require leaners for the support of the earthen
walls. Since there is no trace of leaners for most of the earlier structures, their use may be a late trait, and rather earlier in the south than
in the north. However, small, out-of-pattern houses may have used
them at an earlier period as I have suggested in another place (Metcalf, 1962). It is possible, of course, that the Mandan-Hidatsa group
may have used leaners earlier than did the A.rikara and that the
trait was borrowed from them by the latter group, along with the
Mandan-Hidatsa type of entranceway. A.t present it would seem that
an amount of study comparable to that given to the pottery from
a site must be given to the floor plans of the structures and the village
arrangement before a true picture will be obtained for the cultural
changes on the Plains.
OTHER

STRUCTURAL

REMA.INS

The remains of three structural features other than earthlodges
were uncovered at this site. It was impossible to determine with
certainty the nature and use of these structures.
Feature 10 (fig.11).-Immediately
adjoining Feature 8 on the west
was a small earthwork similar to those marking house sites, but rectangular in outline. It was not oriented to the cardinal directions,
and Stout in 1908 indicated an entrance at the southwest end. There
was no surface evidence for an entrance in 1951, either as mounds
resulting from the collapse of an earth-covered and earth-banked
vestibule or as a break in the continuity of the earthwork. Stout's
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informant stated that "this square hut was used by Sun as a stable
for horses" (Libby, 1908, p. 507).
Upon excavation the composition of mound and fill proved to be
identical with that of the house sites, and no prepared floor was found.
Thirty-four postmolds ranging from 6 to 12 inches in diameter were
located. These form, in a rough way, a rectangular pattern made up
of four rows of irregularly spaced molds. These rows are alined
both north-south and east-west or, since the structure was not oriented to the cardinal points, with the long axis running west-northwest-east-southeast and the short axis at a right angle to this. This
patte.rn measured, along the long axis, between 27 and 28 feet in
length, with a width of between 20 and 21 feet. In no case is there
a good alinement of the molds. Four molds 18 inches apart northsouth suggest an entranceway 45 inches in width midway of the
south line of molds.
In addition to the larger postmolds, over 150 small molds :from
an inch to just under 2 inches in diameter were present. These
formed a zone or band about 15 inches in width which followed the
outer row of large posts, being found between and outside the outer
post positions, but seldom inside that line. As was the case with
similar molds found in the houses, remains of wood present in them
suggest that they represent the position of willow rods thrust into
the earth.
Adding to the complexity of the situation encountered here was a
group of features present in the southwest corner of the structure-a
fireplace, a storage pit, and a feature which is believed to represent
a borrow pit. The latter was first noted at a depth of 8 inches, where
it showed as an area of mixed light- and dark-colored soil. It was
irregular in outline, 16 :feet in length and from 4 to 6 feet in width,
with the long axis east-west. When cleaned of fill, it proved to have
sides which varied from straight to rather steeply sloping and to
have an irregularly fl.at bottom. The depth varied somewhat, owing
to the irregularity of its floor, but it averaged about 24 inches below
the floor of Feature 10. The fill throughout was of mixed light and
dark earth with only a trace of charcoal present. No artifacts were
found in it.
A small cache, Feature 14, at the southwest part of the borrow pit
preceded that feature and had been cross sectioned and partly destroyed by it. The neck measured 11 inches across, while the maximum diameter of the body, which occurred some inches above the
bottom, was 22 inches. The bottom was 28 inches below the present
land surface. The sides were concave and asymmetrical (pl. 17, a),
giving the feature a lopsided appearance in profile. It contained
only earth of mixed color.
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Partially overlying this cache was a fireplace, circular in outline
and 36 inches in diameter. The shallow saucerlike basin was reddened from burning, particularly in the center. In the mixed ash
and earth which filled it were found a few fragmentary animal bones,
two pebbles, and several angular fragments of granite. Three rather
large postmolds were near it, those on the east and west being at the
very edge of the hearth while the one to the south was less than a foot
away.

The history of this group of minor features is not too clear. The
cache seems to be the oldest, although it may not be much older than
the rest of the complex since its fill was no more compact than that of
the borrow pit. It was cross sectioned by that feature and partially
overlain by the fireplace. It was impossible to determine definitely
whether the borrow pit was earlier than the fireplace, but since
cleaning the fill from the borrow pit resulted in exposing the butt of
one of the posts associated with the hearth, it would seem that the
fireplace was the last of the three features to be constructed. The
lack of evidence of water deposition in the fill of the borrow pit suggests that this feature was deliberately filled. Had the post butt
been present when the borrow pit was excavated, it seems probable
that it would have been removed at that time.
Two smaller and shallower basin-shaped pits, irregularly circular
in outline, were present in the east quarter of the floor of Feature 10.
The largest measured about 4 feet in diameter, and both were filled
with soil of the same color and texture as that filling the one to the
southwest. These, too, are believed to be borrow pits from which
earth was removed £or covering houses.
Feature 15 (fig. Jf,• pl.17, b ).-Immediately east of Feature 1 was
a low, but clear and distinct, ring-mound 22.5 feet in diameter. Since
it was believed to mark a house site, the decision was made to excavate
it in order to determine the floor plan of such a small structure.
Excavation disclosed, not the expected circular house, but instead a
subrectangular pattern of postmolds with one mold far out of line to
the east and with one in the center. The line of molds indicated a
structure 14 to 15 feet in width, 17 feet in length along the north
side and 12 feet along the south side. These molds did not indicate
the use of large posts, none of them measuring over 6 inches in
diameter. A few of the smaller molds, such as would be produced by
willow rods, were present, and in one the butt of such a rod was found.
A fireplace in the extreme southwest corner was basin-shaped and
6 inches in depth. It measured 26 inches north-south and 21 inches
east-west. Three postmolds 4 to 5 inches in diameter were present
to the east, south, and southwest of it at a distance of from 2 to 6
inches from its rim, while the butt of a willow rod 2 inches in thickness
stood some 6 inches from it on the west side.
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Basically Features 10 and 15 seem to be closely related in floor plan,
although Feature 15 was smaller and lacked both the number of postmolds present in Feature 10 and the zone of small molds surrounding
it. Each had a :fireplace in the same position, and with each of these
a number of small postmolds were closely associated. Hartle, who
directed the excavations here, believed these features to represent platforms erected for drying meat, corn, pumpkins, etc., of the type described by Wilson for the Hidatsa (Wilson, 1917, pp. 98-104). If
such was their purpose they were far less carefully constructed than
those described by that student. It seems equally possible that they
represent arbors or ramadas.
Pictures taken by Morrow at Like-a-Fishhook Village about 1870
show that arbors and drying platforms were both common at that
time. Arbors were still to be seen on the Fort Berthold Reservation
during the period of our work there, sometimes with one or more sides
enclosed by long, untrimmed willow poles leaning against the roof
edge to form a shade and windbreak. It must be remembered also,
that Feature 10 is said to have served as a stable for horses. A makeshift structure made by enclosing a frame on all four sides with willows
thrust into the ground and woven together would result in a floor plan
like that of Feature 10. If, however, Feature 10 was used for stabling
horses, one would expect the fireplace to have been destroyed by their
trampling, although its position in the corner and the three posts
planted closely about it might have served to protect it to some extent.
If Features 10 and 15 represent arbors or drying platforms, the
presence of the low earthworks that outlined them is hard to explain.
Although the mounds were somewhat lower than those marki~g the
lodge sites, they were distinct and can hardly be accounted for except
by the supposition that earth banked the original structures. It seems
doubtful that windblown soil would have been deposited about walls
in such quantities as to form these embankments.
One other possibility remains to be mentioned in attempting to account for these features. As has been previously mentioned, Latta
noted the presence of a few log cabins in the village in June 1862.
Not the slightest evidence of the former presence of log cabins was
recognized by Stout in 1908, nor by the 1951 party, although the Missouri Basin Project reconnaissance party noted traces of the former
presence of mud-chinked and plastered cabins at a number of places
on the reservation.
In 1902 Olin D. Wheeler visited Fort Berthold preparatory to
writing an account of the Lewis and Clark expedition. He was accompanied on this trip by the pioneer Miles City photographer, L.A.
Huffman. At this time Huffman twice photographed "Leggins, a
Mandan Indian." One of these pictures was published by Wheeler
(1904, vol. 1, p. 241), the other more recently (Brown and Felton,
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FmuRE 12.-Floor plan of Feature 15, Star Village site.

1955, p. 18). In each picture the Indian stands in the doorway of a
low, flat-roofed hut which, while a far cry from the traditional earthlodge, still bears a generic resemblance to one. A horizontal stringer
:formsthe top of the doorway at about the height of the man immediately in front of it. This rather light stringer supports the ends of
poles laid horizontally, and on these brush has been placed and covered with a thin layer of earth. Against the outside of the stringer
light poles have been leaned in a vertical or slightly inclined position.
These support a layer of brush which in turn is scantily covered with
earth. Not too many details of the structure are shown in the photographs, but such a structure would be more likely to leave remains
of the type represented by Features 10 and 15 than would a drying
rack of the type shown by Wilson, and I am inclined to believe that
habitations of this type are represented by the excavated remains.
Perhaps the log cabins of Agent Latta, "put up in good style, with
fireplaces and chimneys," were actually two or three makeshift pole
and brush or wattle and daub huts, with earth heaped up about them.
The excavated features had fireplaces present in one corner. Mud and
stick chimneys propped and steadied with small poles would explain
the small postmolds about the fireplaces and explain, too, th~ir near-
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ness to the hearth. Some such structure would account for Features 10
and 15 as well as any explanation thus far advanced. If such chimneys were present above the fireplaces one would expect a certain
amount of lumps of burned earth to have been present in and about the
hearths. Such evidence was not present. Stout's informant said
Feature 10 had served as a stable. It may well have also served as
a shelter for men.
Feature 13 (fig. 13) .-Before excavation Feature 13 showe.d on the
surface as four very low mounds forming a rectangular enclosure.
These were much lower than the ring-mounds of house sites and even
lower than those at Features 10 and 15. The feature was located
southwest of the village, across the ditch and between that feature and
the county road (map 3). Locally it was believed to mark the site
of a cabin occupied by a trader who came to the site with the Arikara,
although in 1908 Stout was told that the trader occupied an earthlodge
in the village. Unfortunately, Stout obtained no information regardjng Feature 13.
In excavating this feature, an area measuring 50 feet east-west and
40 feet north-south was laid out to enclose the mounds completely,
after which all soil was removed to a depth of 6 inches below the
surrounding level surface. When the floor of this excavation was
cleaned and smoothed, a faint discoloration of the soil could be seen.
This could not be accurately delimited since, faint at best, it merged
without a sharp break into the surrounding soil at a point below where
the mounds stood. The excavation was then deepened by scraping
with trowels and shovels until it was lowered another 2 inches. At
this point all discoloration had disappeared, and nearly 170 small
molds from 1 to 2 inches in diameter were revealed. These were but
a few inches in depth and not infrequently contained a small bit of
decayed wood, presumably of willow or other saplings. These rods
had been planted, not in rows, but irregularly in a band from 22 to
36 inches wide and measuring 33 feet in length east-west, 32 feet
in width at the east end, and 27 feet at the west end. The mold-free
area thus enclosed measured approximately 25 to 27 feet in each direction. No artifacts came from the excavation.
I find it impossible to determine what, other than a brush-fenced
enclosure, is represented here. It definitely was not a log cabin nor
are any of the molds large enough to have held posts of the size
required for a ramada or a drying platform. In some ways it is
reminiscent of a brush-fenced tobacco garden described for the Hidatsa (Wilson, 19.17,pp. 126-127), and it may have been such. On the
other hand it may have served as a small corral in which horses were
penned. The low mounds about it may have resulted from blowing
soil trapped by weeds caught and held by the closely set rods of the
fence, although this seems highly improbable.
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DITCH AND DITCH TESTS
In 1908 the ditch which enclosed the site was described by Stout as
about 6.5 feet wide and from 1.5 to 2.0 feet in depth, with a mound
showing that the earth removed in its construction was thrown to the
outside to form a breastwork. In 1951 the ditch measurements
showed a range in width of from 2 to 1.1 feet with an average of
slightly over 6 feet. The width varied sharply from place to place,
suggesting that it was dug in sections by individual groups. In 1951
the depth was not as great as in 1908 and varied from 12 to 15 inches,
although the low embankment caused it to appear greater. The earth
removed in digging it appears to have been, generally, piled on the
outer rim, but at every place where it was trenched it was found, when
a level-line was drawn across it, that a low embankment was also
present on the inner side.
Local traditions gathered by the 1951 party, nearly 90 years after
the site was abandoned, are contradictory in regard to the time when
the ditch was dug. It was asserted by some that the ditch was not dug
until after the battle with the Dakota. Other informants stated that
it was dug during the first night after the beginning of hostilities, with
the entire population-men, women and older children-joining in a
concerted effort to complete it before sunrise. This tale appears to
have been told to Stout, also, for he says, "Ditch thrown up when
Arikara had big fight with Sioux." On the other hand some informants in describing the battle stated that many Dakota women were
in the village when the fighting began. The gates were immediately
closed and, according to this version of the affair, the women were
captured and their relatives forced to ransom them with horses. This
tale implies that the village was palisaded, but doubt is cast upon it
at once by the fact that only the scantiest evidence of palisade posts
was found in the limited excavations made in and about the ditch.
Feature 7 (fig.14).-In a number of pJaces (map 3) no evide!ice of
a ditch could be found for a short distance. These breaks in the
continuity of the ditch were presumed to represent the entrances,
and the largest of these was investigated. This was done by stripping
the sod from the area and carefully excavating some 4 feet of the ditch
on each side of the break.
·
Feature 7, as this excavation was known, was located east of the
center of the south line of the ditch. No trace of the postmolds of a
stockade was found, making it probable that no gate existed here and
that the breaks in the continuity of the ditch were merely sections
allowed to remain undug for convenience of entry. Most of the earth
removed in digging had been piled on the outer edge of the trench,
but a small amount was thrown up on the inside ;;is_well. Profiles
taken here show the ditch, at this point, to have been rather shallow,
measuring originally from 3.5 to 5.5 feet in width, with a depth of
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from 1.5 to slightly over 2.0 :feet. The walls were nearly vertical.
When newly excavated the rampart of loose earth must have given a
measurement of nearly 3 :feet from its top to the bottom of the trench
and afforded ample protection to men crouched behind it. Before
excavation, the bottom of the trench at this point measured from 5 to
10 inches below the general level, and the outer mound measured
rather uniformly 5 inches above the level of the surface in front of it,
although in one place it dropped to but 3 inches in height.
Featwres 16 and 17 (figs.15 and 16).-Two narrow exploratory cuts
made close together across the fortification ditch were assigned these
record numbers. These cuts were laid out approximately northeastsouthwest to cross the ditch at a right angle, and were located a short
distance southwest of Feature 1, in the northwest part of the site ( map
3). Profiles of these cuts show that the trench at this point had
sloping sides and that the earth removed from the ditch was thrown
to both the inner and outer sides of that feature. Before excavation
the ditch measured, at this point, from 8.5 to 10 feet in width, the
measurements being taken from crest to crest of the bordering mounds,
while the depths varied from 10 to 18 inches. The original width of
the ditch could be accurately determined only for the lower portion,
the upper part having been destroyed by slumping. In one cut the
bottom of the original trench measured 2 feet in width, while in the
other, at a point 20 feet away, it measured 4 feet. The original depth
of the trench at the points where these exploratory cuts were made
varied from 18 to 24 inches, which, with the loose soil piled carefully
in front and behind, probably :furnished enough protection for the
village defenders.
A post butt 6 inches in diameter was revealed in the center of the
outer mound by one of these cuts. This butt extended from just below
the surface of the outer embankment to a depth of 18 inches, its
base being slightly more than a foot below the original ground level.
Apparently it was planted before the earth was heaped up to form
the rampart. Bad weather brought the season to a close before it
could be determined whether or not an effort had been made to palisade
the village at this point. Perhaps an occasional post was planted in
the rampart to carry crosspieces over which robes and blankets were
thrown to form a screen, a trait reported for the Mandan by Verendrye
over a hundred years earlier (Haxo, 1941, p. 263).
CACHES
Subsurface storage features, indicated by small circular depressions,
were present but not common at the site, and the depressions were noted
both inside and outside the ring-mounds. Except for the one found
and described in connection with Feature 10, none was opened by the
1951 party. One was tested for depth and character of fill by the
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reconnaissance team in 1950. This feature, which was inside a house
ring, was filled with poorly compacted dark soil which contained a
few flecks of charcoal. It was 3.7 feet in depth, and the bottom was
covered with decayed fragments of bark.
Stout ( 1908) noted that caches were not abundant, but that they
were well marked, cisternlike depressions, having a neck about 2 feet
in diameter and widening out below. At the time of his visit some
of these features were still 4 feet deep with their bottle-shape well
preserved, while others were two-thirds filled, evidently by slumping.
ARTIFACTS
Because of its short period of occupation the yield of artifacts from
the site was small. Only a double handful of small sherds was recovered. Worked stone was not abundant and trade objects were
scarce. In all, 733 objects were recovered at this site. This figure
includes not only the sherds, beads, tool and weapon fragments, ornaments, etc., but also chips and stone fragments, shells, and broken
bones, whether the latter were identifiable or not. Excavation of the
various features resulted in uncovering an area of somewhat less than
1,500 square yards-approximately
13,400 square feet. Since few of
the excavations were more than a foot in depth, it is probable that not
over 450 cubic yards of earth was moved. In terms of artifact admixture this means that, roughly, seven objects were :found :for each four
cubic yards of earth moved, or between four and five objects for
each truckload.
Scarce as the trade material was, the high percentage of glass and
metal objects in proportion to those of native origin is not surprising
in view of the date of occupation and the fact that for the preceding
quarter century the A.rikara had lived beside the trading post at
Fort Clark. The proportion of objects of aboriginal workmanship
recovered from the site may still be misleadingly high. Most of
the worked stone material recovered is deeply patinated, suggesting
that it had lain there much longer than the 90 years which had elapsed
since the site was used by the Arikara. Nearly all terraces along
this section of the river have been utilized as campsites at various
times by Indian groups and most of them yield a few artifacts when
closely examined. At most of the terrace points in this area it
would be a matter of surprise if excavations comparable in extent
to those made at Star Village did not yield flint flakes, a few objects
of chipped stone, and a few sherds. The wide distribution of these
campsites, coupled with the shortness of the Arikara occupancy of
Star Village, gives rise to the suspicion that much, if not all, of this
type of material recovered there antedates the village. I suspect
that had the village been occupied for several years, the proportion
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of trade objects would have been much higher. Had as much excavation been done between the houses as was done in those features, the
objects of native manufacture might have greatly exceeded those of
trade origin.
POTTERY

The site yielded a total of 308 potsherds of aboriginal origin, only
4 of which were from rims. These four came from two vessels, and
it is probable that at the outside not over four or five vessels are
represented in the entire collection. The find spots of 7 ( 2.27 percent) of the 308 sherds are unknown. The remaining 301 came from
three features, and it is interesting to note that these were all in the
northern part of the site, nearest to the terrace edge. Feature 1, the
first house excavated, yielded 288 body sherds and 3 rim fragments,
94.48 percent of the total amount. Nine body sherds (2.93 percent)
came from Feature 8, and one sherd came from Feature 10. Four
sherds differ significantly from the bulk o:f the material and are
omitted from the following description to be discussed separately.
The exterior surfaces of the bulk of the sherds vary in color from
light gray to black, with neither shade predominating and both
colors sometimes found on a single sherd. The interior surface is
predominantly black, as is the core. The paste is well worked,
smooth and even in texture. Fresh breaks have a granular appearance,
and the edges appear crumbly but actually are not so. There is little
or no splitting. The paste is tempered with what appear to be particles of very finely pounded granite, rather evenly distributed.
Finely divided particles of mica., probably originating in the tempering material, occasionally spangle the surfaces. The ware is hard
and apparently rather brittle since most of the sherds are very small.
No specimen of this ware from the site has a single measurement
exceeding 6.2 cm., and few exceed 5.0 cm., in their greatest dimension.
Measurement of 100 body sherds picked at random showed a range
in thickness of from 2 to 13 mm., but with never more than a 2 mm.
range in any single sherd, a lack of variability possibly due to the
small size of the specimens. The extremes of thickness were each represented but once. Seven percent showed a thickness of 8 mm. The
most common thickness was 5 mm., 32 sherds showing that measurement, while 25 sherds measured 4 mm. Over half the sherds are thus
seen to measure 4 to 5 mm. in thickness, while 77 percent ~all into the
4 to 6 mm. group. Thirteen sherds measure but 3 mm. in thickness,
and only one measures 7 mm. in thickness. The three rim sherds
present, which are all from a single vessel, average thicker than do
those from the bodies. At a point 6 mm. below the lip these sherds
have a thickness of 8 to 10 mm.
The exterior surfaces of body sherds are simple-stamped, bearing
the impression of a grooved or thong-wrapped paddle (pl. 12, r, s, w).
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Ridges and grooves appear to be vertically placed. After the stamping had taken place, the surfaces were polished, often to such an extent as almost to erase the stamp impressions (pl. 12, q, s). A few
sherds that appear to be from the upper bodies and necks show traces
of striae which may be the result of wiping with a stiff brush, perhaps
a bundle of grass or a corncob. However, the smoothing process was
carried to such lengths on these sherds that this wiping is only suggested (pl. 12, 11). Interior surfaces are well smoothed and under a
low-powered lens often show fine cracks. On both surfaces the finishing process has resulted in drawing the finer particles of clay to the
surface and producing a burnished appearance.
The sherds are so small that little can be determined regarding
vessel shape, but the curve of the rim sherds suggests a vessel of between 1 and 2 gallons capacity.
The rim sherds have gray exterior and black interior surfaces.
Both surfaces are well smoothed but not burnished. The lip is flat,
rounding slightly at the margin. A rim flaring slightly outward for
half its height and then rising vertically is indicated, and the upper
half has been slightly thickened. Decoration consists of a row of
finger-nail impressions immediately below the lip. The nail was
pressed into the paste and pushed forward, raising a small quantity
of the paste and producing an oblong depression bordered at one side
by the small ridge of displaced paste. Before the nail impressions
were made, the exterior was marked by a row of short, diagonal incisions, each of which was almost obliterated by the nail impressions
(pl.12, x, y).
None of these sherds suggests a markedly decadent industry, and I
am inclined to believe that they date before the village occupation of
the terrace. In comparison with the sherds from the upper level of
the Dodd site and those from the Phillips Ranch, Buffalo Pasture, and
Cheyenne River sites, which are almost certainly Arikara, I can see
only the most vague and general resemblance. Sherds from the Leavenworth site closely resemble those from the four sites mentioned
above, and if more work proves these sherds from Star Village to be
of Arikara origin and to date from 1862, then a great change had occurred in the ceramic tradition of the group in the two generations
which had elapsed since they had left the last South Dakota site.
One small rim sherd and three body sherds which have been excluded from the above description remain to be mentioned. For the
rim sherd the exact find-spot within the site is, unfortunately, unknown; the body sherds came from Feature 8. All undoubtedly belong to the Stanley series (Lehmer, 1954, pp. 42-45). The rim sherd
probably belongs to the Stanley Wavy Rim type since, although very
small ( pl. 12, t) , enough remains to suggest "the characteristic wavy or
sinuous effect ... [of] ... the lip and rim when seen from above"
597967-63-10
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(ibid., p. 48). If this ware is correctly identified as Arikara, these
four sherds, slightly over 1 percent of the total, are all that were found
to represent the ceramic tradition of that tribe at this site.
That the Arikara were still using pottery during their occupation of
the site is evidenced by a statement of Lewis Henry Morgan who
visited them while they were building Star Village. Morgan's
description of the pottery leaves much to be desired. He clescribes
it as dark in color and says "I saw them use earthen pots to draw water
from the river. One of these, which would hold about six quarts,
with a string adjusted about the neck, was let down into the Missouri,
filled and then carried to the lodge. It was of the usual shape of
earthen pots or water jars, slightly contracted at the neck and
bordered with a rim, around which the string was secured" (Morgan,
1871, p. 40).
WORKED STONE

Most of the smaller stone objects from this site are made from the
so-called "Knife River flint," a variety of dark-brown chalcedony
which is abundant throughout the area. The Crowley flint quarries,
located some miles southwest of the town of Beulah, N. Dak., are a
well known source of the material, but it is also present as slabs and
nodules in gravel exposures and in the bottoms of the deeper coulees.
A characteristic of this material is its tendency to change color upon
exposure, the caramel brown of the freshly broken surfaces eventually
changing to a mottled, milky blue. Little is known regarding the
length of time which must elapse before this color change becomes
apparent, but an artifact from the excavations at Rock Village
(32ME15) gives some data. This object, the faces of which are deeply
patinated, has been reworked, exposing the natural color of the stone
along the edges. These edges show no sign of patination although the
object comes from a site which is provisionally dated 1825-1840,
(Hartle, MS.), and the reworking must, therefore, have occurred
over a century ago.
Projectile point.-The one stone projectile point found at the site
came from Feature 1. Fashioned from Knife River flint, it belongs to
Strong's N Aal type ( Strong, 1935, p. 88 and fig. 7), being triangular
in outline, with a straight base and sicle notches. It measures 3.5 cm.
in length, 1.7 cm. in width at the base, 4 mm. in thickness, and weighs
1.3 grams. The workmanship is excellent, the chipping is well controlled and the retouching is fine and delicate ( pl. 12, o) . Both faces
are markedly patinated, and the object probably antedates the village.
Blades.-Three
fragmentary bi£acially flakecl objects have been
placed in this category. All were found at Feature 1, at the extreme
northwest corner of the terrace. The largest and most nearly complete specimen is of Knife River flint and markedly patinated (pl. 13,
b). Both ends are damaged but it appears to have been leaf-shaped
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in outline originally, closely resembling or identical with Strong's
NAb2 type (1935, pp. 88, and fig. 7). It has been fashioned from a
large flake, the chipping is good, and the edges have been carefully
retouched. One edge is blunted as if by use in cutting and scraping.
In its broken state it measures 8.4 cm. in length with a maximum
width of 4.8 cm. and is 8 mm. thick.
The second of the three objects, made of the same material, but
unpatinated, is the basal portion of a blade belonging to a type which
is common in the area. Three edges are worked, the fourth shows a
sharp break. The fragment is rectangular in outline and measures
2.1 cm. in length, broken, by 1.8 cm. in width. It is 5 mm. in thickness
(pl. 12, i). Workmanship is excellent. Complete artifacts of the
type to which this blade belongs were recovered :from Rock Village
(32ME15) and from 32ML39, the Nightwalkers Butte in the Bull
Pasture site. The third blade fragment is made from some opaque
gray stone and is roughly shaped and flaked, with but little retouching present. The undamaged end is pointed. The fragm~nt measures 4.4 cm. in length, 3.2 cm. in maximum width, with a thickness of
1.1 cm. (pl. 12, p).
Gunfiint.-An object of somewhat translucent light-gray chalcedony came :from the fireplace of Feature 3. One face is flat, the
other shows three major facets, one of which is along the center and
forms the face, the other two bordering this and forming bevels. All
four edges have been finely retouched on both faces, and two of the
edges are dull and battered. It measures 2.8 cm. by 2.3 cm. in length
and width and is 6.5 mm. in thickness (pl. 12, h). In shape and
dimensions it suggests a gunflint. Since it is not made of the type
of flint used commercially for these objects, it may be of native manufacture from local material.
Flake scraper.-A flake of Knife River flint, roughly triangular
in outline and unpatinated, came from Feature 12. It measures 4.0
cm. in length, with a width of 3.0 cm. across the base. One edge has
been smoothly and evenly retouched on one face. The opposite edge
is somewhat nicked, suggesting a use-retouch resulting from use in
cutting and scraping (pl. 12, k).
Other fragments and fiakes.-From Feature 3 came an object of
dark, flintlike material which is chipped on both faces and on three
edges, the fourth edge showing a fracture. The workmanship is not
particularly good, and the object appears to have been subjected to
considerable heat which has caused a small amount of flaking on the
faces. It may be the base of a blade or may have functioned as a
scraper. The fragment measures 3.1 cm. in length, with widths of
2.0 and 3.1 cm. across the ends and a thickness of 5.5 mm. (pl. 12, g).
What appears to be another fragment came from Feature 8. It is
made from gray chalcedony, is flaked on both faces and has one care-
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fully retouched edge. It may be a blade :fragment or a simple flake
tool.
Thirteen unpatinated flakes came from the site. Four of these have
an uneven use-retouch on one or more edges.
Other stone objects.-Two slabs of micaceous schist came from Feature 8. The largest measures 18.2 cm. in length, 9.0 cm. in width
and 3.1 cm. in maximum thickness. The smaller specimen has a
length of 17.6 cm., is 7.0 cm. wide, with a maximum thickness of
3.1 cm. These slabs have been split from the parent bed in such
manner as to produce a wedge-shaped cross section, and the thin edge
of each is somewhat worn and polished. It is impossible to determine
definitely whether this appearance is due to weathering or to the use
of the objects as tools. Conceivably they could have served as
scrapers in the preparation of large skins for tanning, and I suspect
that they were so used. Analogous objects were found in the course of
very limited tests which were made in the site of the winter village
from which the Arikara moved to Star Village. If these objects
functioned as scrapers they furnish an interesting parallel to the large,
roughly fashioned quartzite side-scrapers used by the Pawnee until
the very end of the buffalo hunting period.
In addition to the foregoing material, 21 stones or stone fragments
were found in the excavations at the site, but there is little or no sign
that they were used in any way. Two large pebbles are highly
polished and may have served as pottery smoothers. There is much
more indication that a piece of fine-grained sandstone had functioned
as a whetstone. Three rough fragments of granite possibly represent
the raw material from which pottery tempering was prepared by
burning and pounding. A hemispherical iron concretion came from
Feature 3. The rounding face is well polished, but there is no reason
to suppose that the polish is due to other than natural causes.
WORKED BONE

Very little bone, either as food scrap or worked into tools, came from
the site. Only one piece was altered otherwise than by the cutting or
breaking incident to butchering and food preparation.
Hide tanner or grainer.-From Feature 3 came an object made by
cutting or breaking the proximal end from a bison femur (pl. 13, d) .
The outer shell of bone has been trimmed away on the sides in order
that the cancellous inner portion thus exposed could be used as an
abrader in the preparation of robes. These objects have a wide distribution on the Plains at the historic and early contact levels but are
rare or absent in the earlier levels. Wedel has reported them from
historic Pawnee sites and suggested that they were used for working
brains and other substances into the fresh skins (Wedel, 1936, p. 83) .
They were also found at the excavation of Like-a-Fishhook Village
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( 32ML2) and were abundant at the Nightwalkers Butte in the BuU
Pasture site, 321\fL39. From South Dakota they have been reported
from the Dodd and Phillips Ranch sites (Lehmer, 1954, pp. 68, 111).
Bones showing cutting marks.-A fragment of deer or antelope
rib from Feature 1 shows hacking marks on the posterior edge. The
narrow cuts are such as might have been produced by several blows
from a sharp, heavy knife. From the large ceremonial structure,
Feature 12, came the fragmentary horn core of an immature bison.
A smooth, slanting cut along one side of the portion of skull still attached to the core shows it to have b~n removed by sawing. The
core shows several ax-cuts at the base, suggesting an unsuccessful
attempt to chop the core from the skull, after which it was removed
with a saw. River Basin Surveys collections from such undocumented
early contact sites as Phillips Ranch (39ST14), Buffalo Pasture
(39ST6), and Cheyenne River (39ST1) contain a large number of
bison horn cores which have been removed from the skull with some
care.
WORKED SHELL

River mussels evidently played a very minor part in the economy
of the Arikara of 1862. Only four fragments of such shells were
found at the site. One of these, from Feature 8, shows a few marks on
one edge which may have resulted from cutting or scraping. All have
been identified as .Anodonta grandis plana Lea., by Dr. J.P. E. Morrison, Division of Mollusks, United States National Museum. This
species is widespread in the streams of the Plains area and prefers
streams with relatively clear water and with sandy or sandy mud
bottoms. They were probably gathered from the small tributary
streams rather than from the Missouri.
The one definitely worked shell object from the site is a broken
abalone shell pendant from Feature 1. Although the base has been
broken away it appears originally to have been trianguloid in outline,
with the apex cut squarely across (pl. 12, j). It has been shaped by
sawing with a sharp flint or by scratching grooves with a sharp stone
or metal point which occasionally slipped, marring the surface of the
object about the edges. The oval perforation, which is near the small
end, was drilled from the exterior surface. There is little or no polish
on the object except for such as might be produced by use. It measures, broken, 3.2 cm. in length, 2.2 cm. in maximum width, and 1.1
cm. in width at the smaller end. Denig. writing of the Crows, probably in 1856, says: "In large slits through the ears are tied sea shells
cut into angular shapes, which are of a changeable blue and green
color. These shells find their way from the coast of California through
the different nations until handed to the Crows in exchange for other
pro~rty" (Denig, 1953, p. 33). Although the Arikara may have
obtamed these and other West Coast marine shells in this way, it is
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known that traders, among them Derrig himself, also carried abalone
shells, and in the 1860's the price of an unpolished shell is reported
to have been a good robe (Matthews, 1877, p. 28). The material seems
to have been popular in this area, and a number of pendants of
abalone shell were recovered during the course of excavations at Likea-Fishhook Village ( 32ML2). Maximilian mentions the use of seashells as ear pendants by the Mandan and says they were obtained from
other tribes, but he does not say what kind of shells were used (Maximilian, 1906, vol. 23, p. 258). Catlin's paintings made at Fort Clark
show ornaments, which appear to be fashioned from abalone shell,
which are worn suspended both from the neck and from the ears.
TRADE

OBJECTS

All objects of metal, glass, and non-native ceramics are included in
this group even though some may owe their finished form to native
workmanship.
Knives.-From Feature 1, where it was :found thrust down beside
a post butt, came an exceedingly well-preserved bone-handled dagger
(pl. 13, f). This has an overall length of 19.0 cm. with a millimeter
or two of length lost by the point having been slightly blunted. The
blade tapers from tip to guard and measures 9.0 cm. in length, with a
maximum width of 1.4 cm. and a thickness of 6 mm. at the base. For
a distance of 1.5 cm. below the guard the blade is elliptical in cross
section with the edges rounding and unsharpened. Below this point
the blade is lozenge-shaped in cross section. The guard is a flat iron
or steel plate 4 mm. thick, 3.6 cm. in length, with a maximum width
of 1.2 cm. It is widest at the center and tapers toward the ends, each
of which terminates in a small knob. The tang appears to be round,
an extension of the blade, and to extend completely through the hilt,
with the end smoothly riveted at the base. The bone handle tapers
from butt to guard, the widest part being elliptical in cross section
and measuring 2.0 cm. in width and 1.2 cm. in thickness. Near the
guard the cross section becomes round, with a diameter of 1.2 cm.,
after which it thickens slightly where it meets the guard. At this
point it is encircled with a narrow band of silver or German silver,
the copper alloy of which has produced a faint green stain on the
bone of the handle. The band, which is but 6 mm. in width and
very thin, is decorated with two impressed parallel horizontal lines.
The upper end of the hilt is rounding and has been carved in such
fashion as to leave a portion of the bone slightly raised. The
raised portion was fluted, forming a bas-relief of a pair of conventionalized shells which clasp the base of the grip. 3
The blade of this dagger has been ornamented over the upper part.
The rusting and consequent pitting of the metal incident to its 90-year
• G. Hubert Smith has pointed out to me that the design on the hilt ls reminiscent of
the conventionalized drapery favored on 18th and 19th century funeral monuments.
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burial not only make it impossible to determine the extent of decoration but also obscure the method and pattern. Apparently a half or
two-thirds of the length of the blade was originally engraved with an
arabesque design of flowers and foliage. Traces of gilding which
still remain suggest that the engraving was once inlaid with gold leaf.
Harold L. Peterson, Staff Historian, National Park Service, who
examined this object believes it to be of French origin. This type of
decoration was very popular from about 1800 to 1840, and large
numbers of knives, daggers, and rapiers with blued steel blades and
gold-foil inlaid engraving were made in France during that period.
He suggests a date of between 1805 and 1820 for the dagger, admitting
that it could be as late as 1840.
A fragment of a very different knife came from Feature 5. This
is the handle end of a common butcher knife. Enough wood still
remains to show that the handle was originally about 11.0 cm. in
length, with the cross section a flattened oval 2.4 cm. wide by 1.4
cm. thick. In order to attach the handle to the blade a slot about
5.3 cm. long was sawed into the solid piece of wood which formed
the handle, and into this the flat tang of the blade was inserted and
fastened by three small iron rivets. The much worn blade had broken
close to the haft. The entire length of the broken object is 8.2 cm.,
5.3 cm. of this being accounted for by the tang. The tang tapers
toward the blade where it measures 2.1 cm. in width, the width at the
end being 2.4 cm. The blade measures 2.4 cm. in width at the heel
with a maximum thickness of 2 mm. ( pl. 13, g).
Projectile point.-The one metal projectile point recovered from the
site was found during the excavation of Feature 8. It is long and narrow, measuring 9.3 cm. in length, 7 mm. of this being accounted for by
the stem. The maximum width of 1.8 cm. occurs at the shoulders.
The stem, 6 mm. in width, with straight, parallel sides, widens sharply
at the base to a width of 9 mm. It is little damaged by rust and weighs
9 grams (pl. 13, n).
There are some interesting changes in projectile points in the Plains
area during the late precontact, early contact, and historic periods.
In the late prehistoric period arrowpoints tend to be smaller and
lighter in weight than those from the earlier sites, while the earliest
metal points tend to be even lighter than those of stone. As trade
goods become more common at the sites, arrowpoints rise in size and
weight and eventually become heavier than the stone points which
they replace. This may reflect a change in bows and/ or in hunting
methods, which in turn is probably related to the acquisition of the
horse.
Jingles.-These objects, variously known in the literature as
"jingles," "tinklers," or "danglers," are small cones rolled from thin
sheet metal, either brass, copper, or iron and used to decorate clothing,
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bags, and other articles. A thong of fringe was pushed through the
cone from the small end and knotted. The cone was then drawn down
over the knot, and when each thong terminated in one of these objects
a tinkling or jingling sound was produced with every movement.
On the Plains they date back to the first introduction of metal and
may be found in use even yet.
Three sheet iron objects of this type came from Feature 8. The
largest is 3.5 cm. long and 1.0 cm. in diameter at the large end. The
smallest is 2.3 cm. in length, and is somewhat flattened. It measures
5 by 8 mm. at the large end and half that at the point of the cone (pl.
12, l, m,n).
Tools.-An auger bit 2.5 cm. in diameter (pl. 13, e) also came from
Feature 8. Overall length of the object is 29.5 cm. The twist, including the pilot, measures 13.2 cm. in length and makes four complete
turns. The shank has been twisted and the upper end raggedly broken.
For about half its length the shank, which in cross section is square
with slightly rounded corners, measures 1.0 cm. in thickness. The
upper end has been heated and pounded, widening and flattening it,
probably to allow the shank to be more firmly gripped by a crude
cross- handle.
From Feature 3 came a fragment of a haH- round file, 5.5 cm. in
length (pl. 13, m), and from Feature 15 came another more than twice
as long (pl. 13, h). The shorter fragment is 1.2 cm. wide and 7 mm.
thick; the other measures 1.0 cm. in width by 6 mm. in thickness.
Neither specimen shows any taper toward a narrow end.
Metal cups.-From Feature 8, the most prolific area in trade material at the site, came two sheet iron "tin" cups of identical capacity
and pattern. The lip of each is battered and bent inward, making it
impossible to obtain an accurate measurement of their height. One
has lost its handle, but traces of solder indicate its former position.
The bottoms of the cups are flat and fastened to the sides by crimping. The sides are made of thin strips of sheet metal bent into short
cylinders with the ends joined and secured by crimping. There is no
evidence that any seams were soldered. A large patch of solder on the
bottom of one cup suggests the repair of a leak rather than the :fastening of a seam. The lips appear to have been originally rolled. These
cups measure 9.5 cm. in outside diameter, are approximately 8.0 cm.
in height, and are of 1 pint capacity. The edges of the handles were
originally turned under and flattened. One end of the resulting strip
was soldered to the lip of the vessel, bent down and inward, and the
other end soldered to the side of the cup at a point 3.0 cm. above the
bottom ( pl. 13, a) .
Nails.-Fifteen
nails and spikes came from the site. Thirteen are
of the type known as cut nails, with a rectangular cross section. Two
size groups of this type are present, one being 7.6 cm. in length (pl.
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13, l), the other 8.2 cm. long (pl. 13, k). Most of the specimens are
more or less bent but two show no evidence of having been used.
One specimen of a hand-made or "wrought" nail was found. The
point of this object has been broken off, and most of the head is
missing. It measures 8.3 cm. long in its broken state and is 4 mm. in
thickness near the broken end ( pl. 13, j.) .
The last specimen is of the type known as a bridge spike (pl. 13, i).
The head is hexagonal, 1.75 cm. in diameter and 6 mm. thick. The
shaft is 8 mm. square to a point about 1.0 cm. from the tip, after
which two sides are beveled to form an edge. It is 14.4 cm. in length,
has been used, and is slightly bent. The presence of such an object
in an Indian village on the upper Missouri River in 1862 is rather
surprising. They were used to fasten planks to heavy timbers and to
secure large hinges and hasps. They may have been in common use
on the steamboats of the period or have been used about the trading
posts. Although none were found during the course of excavations
on the site of the second Fort Berthold in 1952, they are not uncommon in collections made by Missouri Project archeologists during the
excavation of trading-post and army sites dating from the late 1860's.
Mi,saellaneous metal objects.-An iron band or collar came from
Feature 8. This object, which is made from a strip of sheet iron 2
mm. thick and from 3.0 to 3.2 cm. wide, is in the form of a hoop, the
two ends overlapping and being fastened with two iron rivets. Two
holes near one edge but on opposite sides of the hoop still retain the
ends of a long rivet or, more probably, since the metal of the hoop has
in each case been driven inward during the piercing process, of two
rivets or small nails. The hoop tapers slightly, measuring 6.8 cm. in
diameter on one side, 6.5 cm. across the other. The rivets which
fastened it to its original seat are nearest to the wider side, and the
edges of the other side are somewhat battered. I have no idea of
its original function except that it suggests a ferrule used to protect
the end of some wooden object (pl. 13, a).
A piece of sheet iron from the floor of Feature 12 was made by
removing the bottom of a pot or bucket, after which the resulting
band was cut and flattened. The material is heavy, measuring about
1 mm. in thickness. The object in its present condition is about 28.8
cm. wide and 62.5 cm. long. One edge appears to have been rolled
over a rod approximately 0.5 cm. in diameter. Part of one bail e.ar
is still attached and is fastened with three rivets over the seam where
the ends of the original strip were crimped together. This ear is oval
in outline and appears to have once terminated in a hook now broken
away. The size of this sheet of metal suggests that i~ its orio-inal
0
form it was of about 12 quarts capacity.
A bucket bottom from Feature 8 comes from a much laro-er vessel
.
5
'
b emg
about 30.0 cm. in diameter. It has been patched in two places
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by placing irregularly shaped pieces of sheet iron over small holes
where the.y were pinned with narrow strips of sheet iron. These
improvised rivets were simply pushed through slits, the ends bent
sharply and both patch and rivets pounded. Both sides of the object
are heavily soot-encrusted.
A thin piece of sheet iron, circular in outline, measures between 16.5
and 17.0 cm. in diameter. It appears to have been the bottom of a
small bucket of about 1 gallon capacity.
A musket ball badly deformed by impact came from Feature 1. In
its deformed state it measures about .60 caliber.
A strip of brass 3 mm. wide has been bent until the ends overlapped,
forming a ring 1.65 cm. in diameter. It may have served as a finger
ring or hair ornament.
Two pieces of thin sheet zinc came from the site. One, from Feature
8, measures 3.3 cm. in maximum length, with a width varying from
1.0 to 1.3 em. Three edges have been cut, the other broken. It does
not appear to be part of a tool or ornament, and its shape suggests that
it is a scrap or trimming discarded during the manufacture of some
other object. A semicircular fragment of zinc from Feature 1 is 2.0
cm. in width, and the outer edge is turned over evenly to form a narrow
flange 4 mm. in height. The inner margin is generally serrated, but in
a few places the metal extends past the average width and the serrations become small, closely spaced punctates. The object may be part
of the lid of a small container, the central part of which was outlined
by a circle of small punctates.
Gl,ass and earthenware trade objects.-Four of the thirteen glass
fragments from the site came from Feature 3. Two of them found in
the fireplace and partially melted represent part of the mouth and neck
and a fragment of the side and base of a clear glass bottle. An unfused
fragment from the floor is fluted, and all may be parts of the same
bottle. The fluted fragment has been identified as being from a bottle
of the type known as a pocket flask.
A 2.0 mm. thick fragment of clear, flat glass came from Feature 5.
One edge has been smoothed by grinding. It may be a mirror fragment. From the fireplace at the same house came an irregularly
shaped fragment of dark greenish glass. It is 5 mm. in thickness,
curved, and probably a bottle fragment.
The remainder of the glass fragments came from Feature 8. Two
sherds from the floor are of the same dark-greenish bottle glass that
came from Feature 5, one suggesting by its marked curvature that it
formed part of a bottle neck. The other is the bottom of a pocket
flask identified as dating about 1840-1860 ( pl., 12, a). Five glass
fragments from the .fireplace do not show heat e:ffects. All are of
clear glass and represent two bottles. Two fragments are from the
mouth and neck of a small medicine bottle, the mouth of which
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is finished with a flange (pl. 12, f ) . The other three fragments are
curved and in size and shape suggest fragments :from a modern beer
bottle of clear glass.
From Feature 8 also came a single sherd of glazed earthenware
the contours of which suggest that it came from a cup or small bowl.
This sherd has been identified as Staffordshire white ware, with rather
coarse paste. The white glazed exterior is decorated with a pale-blue
glazed band 1.0 cm. in width and placed between narrower bands of
black glaze ( pl. 12, e) .
A button of milk glass, ,1.4 cm. in diameter and 3 mm. in thickness
came from Feature 10. The underside is convex, the depressed center
of the upper surface is surrounded by a band 3 mm. in width, beveled
toward the edge. There are £our centrally located perforations ( pl.
12, b.)
Six fragmentary dull-white glass trade beads came from Feature 1.
Two showed lengths of 8 mm. and were 9 mm. in diameter. One
showed a length slightly greater than the width. The perforations
were about 1.5 mm. in diameter (pl. 12, c, d).
From Feature '3 came a single dull-blue glass seed bead 3 mm. in
width and thickness. Another bead of the same size and shape but
black in color came from Feature 10. A dull-blue seed bead, size 0,
from Feature 1, and another from Feature 3 are much smaller, and
a dull-white bead from Feature 3 is larger than the preceding beads.
From Feature 3 also came 94 very small pink beads which measure 21
to 22 to the inch. Some of these have a white lining in the perforation.
Except £or the six fragmentary specimens, beads of these types were
used for embroidery purposes. They are undatable since they came
into use at a very early period and can still be purchased.

ANIMAL REMAINS
Animal bones were not common at this site, and all, regardless of
condition, were saved. Few species and probably few individuals were
represented. The 195 specimens returned to the laboratory yielded 55
identifiable bones from 5 species, in the following proportions :
Specie,

Bison:
Mature

No. of bones

Immature -----------------------------------------------------Deer ( or antelope) (mature)-----------------------------------------Elk (immature)______________________________________________________
Dog ( or coyote) :
i1ature --------------------------------------------------------Immature------------------------------------------------------Turtle ( Chrysemya belli) --------------------------------------------Total---------------------------------------------------------

25
4
1
2

1
21
1
55
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By using the largest number of single skeletal elements present
in the remains from the entire site to determine the number of individuals surely present we find bison, as might be expected, in the lead.
Three mature bison are indicated by the distal ends of three right
humeri, and one immature animal is represented by four bones. Dog
( or coyote) was next most common, the 22 bones coming from at least
2 0£ these animals, 1 of which was mature and one markedly immature.
A fragment of carapace indicated the presence of turtle, and deer ( or
antelope) was also represented by a single bone. Two immature dorsal
vertebrae from a single find-spot were the only elk remains.
Breaking the animal bones down by find-spots we find them represented as follows:
Bison
Mature

Immature

-----1-----------------------

Dog
Individuals

Feature L _ _
6
2
2
Feature 3 _ _ _
4 ______
1
Feature 5 _____________________
Feature g___
4
1
Feature 12__
5
2
3
Feature 10 _ _
1
1
Feature 15__
2
1
Provenience
unknown__
3
1
TotaL_ __ _

25

4

10

Deer

Mature

Elk

Im.ma- Inditure
viduals

Turtle

No. of Indlbones viduals

1 ________________________________
_____________________________________

_
_

- ___ - - _- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _____________________________________
_
21
1
2 _______________ _
_ _ _ __ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ _
1 __________ _
________________________________
------

_____ _____ ______ ______ _____

1

21

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

This table shows no animal remains from Feature 5. It may be that
those for which the exact find-spot is unknown came from that feature.
Disregarding the remains whose provenience is unknown, we find
bison remains from all the other structures, including Features 10
and 15. Feature 1 yielded remains of two bison and the single example of deer or antelope from the site. The greatest yield in number
of individuals represented is from Feature 12 which showed remains
of two mature and one immature bison and two canines. It may be
pointed out that the immature canine remains were made up of parts
of a skull, including a lower jaw, right and left tibiae and fibulae,
right radius, ulna, and astragalus, right and left calcanea, and right
and left metapodials.
It is interesting that bison remains were found in both Features 10
and 15, those in Feature 10 being in the fireplace. From this structure
also came the fragment of turtle carapace.

VEGETAL REMAINS
Evidence of the vegetal foods of the Arikara were even more scantily
represented at the site than were remains of the animal foods. A
single charred corn kernel from House 1 represents the entire inven-
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tory of vegetal food remains from this village occupied by a tribal
group identified in the Sign Language as "Corn People" or "Corn
Eaters." Although this may represent an actual scarcity of_this type
of :food, we must remember that corn is seldom found in any quantity
on the floors of earthlodges and that no caches or middens were excavated at the site. Furthermore, the site was occupied for only a
short time and that, too, during the spring months, at a time when
normal corn reserves would naturally have been at a low point, and it
was abandoned before a new crop was harvested.
DISCUSSION
Owing to the combination of a relatively small area investigated
and the paucity of cultural debris incident to the bTief occupation of
the site, less was learned about the material culture of the Arikara of
the 1860 period than was hoped for when the project was initiated.
A handicap to the interpretation of such data as were recovered is
present in the lack of comparable excavation at the Fort Clark site
which immediately preceded Star Village and where the Arikara had
lived for the preceding generation. At the Leavenworth site, which
precedes the occupation of Fort Clark, a certain amount of excavation
has been carried out, but only a small part of this has been adequately
reported. At the Fort Berthold site (32ML2) to which the tribe
retreated from Star Village and where they lived until scattered upon
individual allotments, a considerable amount of archeological investigation has recently been done, the full report of which is still in
preparation.
However, the picture is less dark than the preceding remarks might
indicate. A good impression of the life and history of this tribal
group and its rapidly changing culture may be gleaned from the
reports of the traders Truteau and Tabeau, the Journals of Lewis and
Clark, and from the writings of such travelers as Bradbury and
Brackenridge a decade later. Chardin's Fort Clark Journal, while
primarily a source for study of trader contacts with the Mandan and
Hidatsa, contains a few notes relative to the Arikara of 1837-38.
Denig, also a trader, left an account of this tribe, and there ar.e other
references of varying importance. As has been noted earlier, Lewis
Henry Morgan paused briefly among them in 1862 and left a short
account of some of their tools and weapons still in use or whose use
had been only recently abandoned. A few items regarding these
northern Caddoans are to be winnowed from studies of the Hidatsa
made by such students as Washington Matthews and Gilbert L. Wilson.
Finally, there are the reports of the Indian agents and much material
of varying degrees of value in the National Archives.
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The impression gained from study of these records is of a steadily
declining native culture, a decline which accelerated in speed through
the years until, after the Arikara lost most of their material culture,
their social and political system also broke down in the closing decades
of the 19th century. With this impression the scanty archeological
evidence from Star Village fully agrees. Although the bow was still
in use in 1862, iron had replaced stone for arrowpoints, and a gun
flint and a lead ball against an iron arrowpoint give a 2 to 1 ratio in
favor of guns at the site. Iron knives had replaced the stone and
bone blades. Steel files had taken the place of most of the sandstone
and scoria abraders found at earlier sites. Iron augers were being
used, and although not found, evidence on wooden and bone objects
allows us to add axes and saws to the inventory of iron tools in use at
the site. Pottery vessels, although recorded for the site, were much
less in evidence, archeologically, than iron cups, buckets, glazed
earthenware, and glass containers of Caucasian origin. Glass beads
were not uncommon, and buttons were found. Although a shell
pendant from the site is probably of native manufacture, the material
owed its presence to trade. The number and distribution of iron
nails at the site suggests that lashing with leather or sinew was less
common than in former times or, alternatively, that wooden boxes
were being used for storage, replacing to some extent the rawhide
parfleche and bags presumably used by this group at an earlier period.
It is regrettable that lack of funds forced the abandonment of plans to
excavate the site of the winter village occupied by the Arikara during
the preceding winter, which gave promise of a higher yield of
artifacts.
To what extent acculturation had affected the more perishable
items we have little or no direct archeological evidence. From museum collections we know that basketry was made until a much later
period. We may suppose that cloth was used to a greater extent in
common wear than formerly, and the finding of both glass and metal
buttons at the site suggests that some garments of non-native pattern
were in use there. Glass embroidery beads were relatively common
and may well mark a decline in the use of porcupine-quill embroidery.
Although the woven blanket had probably replaced the leather robe, it
is not improbable that such trade items as beads, ribbon, shells, and
mirrors and the use of metal tools allowed the making of more colorful
ceremonial and war costumes than formerly.
It may be noted here that while objects of Caucasian origin are commonly referred to as trade material, not all of them were obtained by
the native groups from traders. Presents made by the United States
Government through the Indian agents formed a source of this material from an early period, and the flow of goods supplied by the Indian Department increased in volume after the beginning of the
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treaty-making period. Indian Department records in the National
Archives contain a list of goods requested for the Upper Missouri
Agency in 1862, to be distributed in accordance with the terms of the
Fort Laramie Treaty. This list includes such items as cloth, guns,
gun:flints, powder and ball, combs, hoop iron, and kettles. Objects
found at Star Village which are on this list include tin cups, at 60
cents per dozen, butchers knives costing $3.00 per dozen, and beads at
$1.00per pound.
In 1862 the earthlodge was still retained as the common type of
dwelling, but evidence has been presented above for believing that an
aberrant house form was present. However, the earthlodge itself had
undergone a change in the approximately 100 to 125 years preceding
the occupation of this site. The change from the house pattern found
at the upper level of the Dodd site, at the Phillip Ranch, Buffalo Pasture, and 39ST1 sites has already been discussed in detail. The circle
of closely set posts at the outer edge of the lodge had been abandoned,
and a further change seems to have taken place in the entranceway,
where the shorter Mandan-Hidatsa type appears to have replaced the
longer entrance of the ear lier period. The earthlodge of the Arikara
of 1862 definitely cannot be described as semisubterranean.
It is of interest that no evidence of the presence of a screen between
the entrance and the fireplace was found at this site. This was a
marked feature of the lodges of the Mandan and Hidatsa, but as far
as I am aware it has not been reported for the Arikara. The centrally
located, plazalike open space in front of the ceremonial lodge may be
a trait taken over by the Arikara from their sedentary Siouan neighbors, although the map of the Phillips Ranch site suggests a tendency
toward a centrally located ceremonial lodge surrounded by a rather
regularly spaced ring of houses (Lehmer, 1954, p. 84). More data
are needed regarding this detail of Arikara village plans. It may be
that an already existing trend was strengthened by the generationlong residence of the tribe on the site of the old Mandan village at
Fort Clark where the ceremonial plaza was already in existence.
Earthlodges at Star Village fell into a general pattern in being
circular, with central fireplace, four single or multiple primary foundation posts, and a variable number of outer support posts. Short,
vestibule-type entrances were indicated. Actually there was a great
variation between individual structures, and they conformed to pattern only in a general way. Specifically there was great variation in
the number and position of the posts in the outer ring, in the centering
of the fireplace, and in the centering of the four foundation posts.
Possibly the ea.rthlodge pattern was breaking down at this time
~nd the people of this group were following the older pattern only
m a slovenly way. Data from Arikara houses built at a later period
at Like-a-Fishhook Village should be of value in determining this.
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Another possibility is that the building at Star Village was done
in haste and that, had the occupation of the site continued, the
structures would eventually have been rebuilt in conformity to the
traditional method. A third possibility bearing on the house pattern
as found here rests on the question of the readily available supply
of suitable timber. Agent Latta reported that the village was being
built adjacent to a good stand of timber. However, the post butts
uncovered during the excavation of the site were small and one
received the impression at that time that suitable timber was scarce
and hard to obtain. Star Village and the smaller village immediately west of it contained about 100 houses. These would require
a total of 400 large center posts, and well over a thousand would
be needed for the outer ring. Assuming an average house diameter
of 35 feet, 26,000 poles or puncheons with an average diameter of
6 inches would be required as leaners for the structures, and thousands more would be required for framing the roofs. This would
put a heavy strain on the timber resources of an area where suitable
timber was present only on the flood plain of the Missouri River.
Moreover, it must be remembered that this site was in close proximity
to the palisaded Mandan-Hidatsa earthlodge village where two palisaded, log-built trading posts were present, all having been built
during the preceding 17 years. It may be that suitable timber was
not overly abundant and that the Arikara, building hurriedly, made
shift with what could be most easily obtained, even though lack of
uniformity in posts resulted in lack of alinement in the house members. Nine years later, in 1871, wood was so scarce in the vicinity
that we find the traders at Fort Berthold buying an earthlodge and
wrecking it for wood (Van Ostrand, 1943, p. 84) and at the same
time mining and hauling 18 loads of coal a distance of 17 miles.
"Must have it or be cold this winter," wrote a clerk in his diary
( ibid., p. 87).
The limited amount of excavation carried out at the Star Village
site in 1951 adds one more link to the chain of sites and data reaching from the documented present into the undocumented prehistoric
past of the Arikara. A portion of the last village site of this tribe
has been explored, and it is understood that a study of the data obtained is now underway. A certain amount of work has been done
at the Leavenworth site and associated cemeteries, and some part of
this work has been reported. 4 The first of these sites is, with Star
Village, now beneath the waters of the Garrison Reservoir; the
last will soon be lost beneath the surface of the Oahe Reservoir. One
, Work was resumed at the Leavenworth site in the summer of 1960 by a University
ot Nebraska field party under an agreement with the National Park Service. Two more
seasons of investigations are planned for the site. ED.
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important site, one which links the three, that at Fort Clark, still
awaits investigation and at the present is not endangered by the
projects which are rapidly changing the Missouri River into a series
of man-made lakes. Undocumented sites of the early White contact
period have received considerable attention in the Oahe Reservoir,
and the report of the work at the Dodd and Phillips Ranch sites has
already been published. More work is in progress, and when the
Fort Clark site is eventually excavated, it will make available a
continuous body of data on the cultural history of the Arikara un~
surpassed by that of any other Plains tribe.
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a, View, from the south, of floor of Feature 1, Star Village site, after excavation, 32ME16.
b, View, from the northwest, of floor of Feature 3 of the Star Village site, after excavation,
32ME16.
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a, View, from the west, of floor of Feature 8 of the Star Village site, after excavation.
32ME16. b, View, from the east, of the floor of Feature 12 after excavation, 32ME16.
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a, View of cross section of Feature 14, a small storage pit in the Star Village site, 32
b, View, from the south, of Feature 15 of the Star Village site, 32ME16.
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